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T H E

P. R. E. F. A. C. E.

HEN man came firſt out of the hands of

the great Creator, clothed in body as well

as in ſoul, with immortality and incorruption, there

was no place for phyſic, or the art of healing.

As he knew no fin, ſo he knew no pain, no fick

neſs, weakneſs, or bodily diſorder. The habitation

wherein the angelic mind, the Divinz Particula

Aura: abode, although originally formed out of the

duſt of the earth, was liable to no decay. It had no

ſeeds of corruption or diſſolution within itſelf.

And there was nothing without to injure it : Hea

ven and earth and all the hoſts of them were mild,

benign and friendly to human nature, The entire

creation was at peace with man, ſo long as man was

at peace with his Creator. So that well might the

morning ſtars fing together, and all the ſons of Gop

ſhout for joy.

2. But ſince man rebelled againſt the Sovereign

of heaven and earth, how entirely is the ſcene

changed . The incorruptible frame hath put on

corruption, the immortal has put on mortality. The

ſceds of weakneſs and pain, of fickneſs and death,

are now lodged in our inmoſt ſubſtance; whence a

thouſand diſorders continually ſpring, even with

out the aid of external violence. And how is the

number of theſe increaſed by every thing round
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about us 2 The heavens, the earth, and all things

contained therein, conſpire to puniſh the rebels

againſt their Creator. The ſun and moon ſhed un

wholeſome influences from above ; the earth ex

hales poiſonous damps from beneath : the beaſts of

the field, the birds of the air, the fiſhes of the ſca,

are in a ſtate of hoſtility: the air itſelf that ſur

rounds us on every ſide, is replete with the ſhafts of

death: yea, the food we eat, daily ſaps the foun

dation of the life which cannot be ſuſtained with

‘out it. So has the Lord of all ſecured the execution.

of his decree,_* Duff thou art, and unto duſt thou

Jhalt return.” -

3. But can there nothing be found to leſſen thoſe

inconveniencies, which cannot be wholly removed?

'To ſoften the evils of life, and prevent in part the

fickneſs and pain to which we are continually ex

poſed? Without queſtion there may. One grand pre

ventive of pain and ſickneſs of various kinds, ſeems

intimated by the great Author of nature in the very

ſentence that intails death upon us: “ In the ſweat

of thy face ſhalt thou eat bread, 'till thou return

to the ground.” The power of exerciſe, both

to preſerve and reſtore health, is greater than can

well be conceived : eſpecially in thoſe who add

temperance thereto ; who if they do not confine

...themſelves altogether to eat either “ Bread or the

herb of the Field,” (which God does not require

them to do) yet ſteadily obſerve both that kind and

meaſure of food, which experience ſhews to be

moſt friendly to health and ſtrength.

4. ‘Tis probable, Phyſic, as well as Religion, was

in the firſt ages chiefly traditional: every father de
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livering down to his ſons, what he had himſelf in

like manner received, concerning the manner of

healing both outward hurts and the diſeaſes inci

dent to each climate, and the medicines which

were of the greateſt efficacy for the cure of each

diſorder. 'Tis certain, this is the method wherein

the art of healing is preſerved among the Americans

to this day. Their diſeaſes indeed are exceeding

few ; nor do they often occur, by reaſon of their

continual exerciſe, and ('till of late) univerſal

temperance. But if any are fick, or bit by a ſer

-pent, or torn by a wild beaſt, the fathers immedi

ately tell their children what remedy to apply.

And 'tis, rare, that the patient ſuffers long; thoſe

medicines being quick, as well as, generally, in

fallible.

5. Hence it was, perhaps, that the Ancients, not

only of Greece and Rome, but even of barbarous

nations, uſually aſſigned phyſic a divine original.

And indeed it was a natural thought, That HE who

had taught it to the very beaſts and birds, the

Cretan Stag, the Egyptian Ibis, could not be wanting

to teach man,

Sančii us his Animal, mentiſue capacius alta: º

Yea, ſometimes even by thoſe meaner creatures:

for it was eaſy to infer, “If this will heal that

creature, whoſe fleſh is nearly of the ſame texture

with mine, then in a parallel caſe it will heal me.”

The trial was made : the cure was wrought: and

experience and phyſic grew up together.

6. And has not the Author of nature taught us

the uſe of many other medicines, by what is vul
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garly termed Accident? Thus one walking ſome

years ſince in a grove of pines, at a time when

many in the neighbouring town were aſſlićted with

a kind of new diſtemper, little ſores in the inſide of

the mouth, a drop of natural gum fell from one of

the trees on the book which he was reading. This

he took up, and thoughtleſsly applied to one of thoſe

fore places. Finding the pain immediately ceaſe, he

applied it to another, which was alſo preſently

healed. The ſame remedy he afterwards imparted

to others, and it did not fail to heal any that applied

it. And doubtleſs numberleſs remedies have been

thus caſually diſcovered in every age and nation.

7. Thus far phyſic was wholly founded on ex

periment. The European, as well as the American,

ſaid to his neighbour, Are you ſick P Drink the

juice of this herb, and your fickneſs will be at an

end. Are you in a burning heat P Leap into that

river, and then ſweat till you are well. Has the

ſnake bitten you ? Chew and apply that root, and

the poiſon will not hurt you. Thus ancient men,

having a little experience joined with common

ſenſe, and common humanity, cured both them

ſelves and their neighbours of moſt of the diſtem

pers, to which every nation was ſubject.

3. But in proceſs of time, men of a philoſophi

cal turn were not ſatisfied with this. They began

to enquire how they might account for theſe things P

How ſuch Medicines wrought ſuch effects P They

examined the human body, and all its parts; the

nature of the ſleſh, veins, arteries, nerves; the

ſtrućture of the brain, heart, lungs, ſtomach,

bowels; with the ſprings of the ſeveral kinds of

". animal



animal funétions. They explored the ſeveral kinds

of animal and mineral, as well as vegetable ſub

ſtances. And hence the whole order of phyſic,

which had obtained to that time, came gradually to

be inverted. Men of learning began to ſet expe

rience aſide; to build phyſic upon hypotheſes ; to

form theories of diſeaſes and their cure, and to ſub

ſtitute theſe in the place of experiments.

9. As theories increaſed, ſimple medicines were

more and more diſregarded and diſuſed; till in a

courſe of years, the greater part of them were for

gotten, at leaſt in the politer nations. In the room

of theſe, abundance of new ones were introduced

by reaſoning, ſpeculative men: and thoſe more and

more difficult to be applied, as being more remote

from common obſervation. Hence rules for the

application of theſe, and medical books were im

menſely multiplied ; till at length phyſic became

an abſtruſe ſcience, quite out of the reach of ordi

nary men.

1o. Phyſicians now began to be had in admiration,

as perſons who were ſomething more than human.

And profit attended their employ, as well as honour;

ſo that they had now two weighty reaſons for keep

ing the bulk of mankind at a diſtance, that they

might not pry into the myſteries of the profeſſion.

To this end, they increaſed thoſe difficultics by de

ſign, which began in a manner by accident. They

filled their writings with abundance of technical

terms, utterly unintelligible to plain men. They

affected to deliver their rules, and to reaſon upon

them, in an abſtruſe and philoſophical manner.

They repreſented the critical knowledge of Anato:

mys
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ºny, natural Philoſophy (and what not P Some

of them inſiſting on that of Aſtronomy, and

Aftrology too) as neceſſarily previous to the

underſtanding the art of healing. Thoſe who un

derſtood only, how to reſtore the ſick to health,

they branded with the name of Empirics. They

introduced into praćtice abundance of compound

medicines, conſiſting of ſo many ingredients, that

it was ſcarce poſſible for common people to know

which it was that wrought the cure : abundance

of exotics, neither the nature nor names of which

their own countrymen underſtood : of chymicals,

ſuch as they neither had ſkill, nor fortune, nor

time to prepare : yea, and of dangerous ones, ſuch

as they could not uſe, without hazarding life, but

by the advice of a phyſician. And thus both their

honour and gain were ſecured : a vaſt majority of

mankind being utterly cut off from helping either

themſelves or their neighbours, or once daring to

attempt it.

11. Yet there have not been wanting, from time

to time, ſome lovers of mankind, who have endea

voured (even contrary to their own intereſt) to re

duce phyſic to its ancient ſtandard : Who have la

boured to explode out of it all hypotheſes, and fine

ſpun theories, and to make it a plain intelligible

thing, as it was in the beginning: having no more

myſtery in it than this, “Such a medicine removes.

ſuch a pain.” Theſe have demonſtrably ſhewn,

That neither the knowledge of aſtrology, aſtrono

my, natural philoſophy, nor even anatomy itſelf,

is abſolutely neceſſary to the quick and effectual

cure of moſt diſeaſes incident to human bodies:

nor yet any chymical, or exotic, or compound

medicine, but a fingle plant or root duly applied.



So that every man of common ſenſe (unleſs in ſome

rare caſes) may preſcribe either to himſelf or his

neighbour; and may be very ſecure from doing

harm, even where he can do no good.

12. Even in the laſt age there was ſomething of

this kind done, particularly by the great and good

Pr. Sydenham : and in the preſent, by his pupil

Dr. Dover, who has pointed out ſimple medicines

for many diſeaſes. And ſome ſuch may be found

in the writings of the learned and ingenious Dr.

Cheyne: who doubtleſs would have communi

cated many more to the world, but for the melan

choly reaſon he gave one of his friends, that preſt

him with ſome paſſages in his works, which too

much countenanced the modern praćtice, “O Sir,

we muſt do ſomething to oblige the faculty, or they

will tear us in pieces.”

13. Without any regard to this, without any

concern about the obliging or diſobliging any man

living, a mean hand has made here ſome little at

tempt, towards a plain and eaſy way of curing moſt

diſeaſes. I have only conſulted herein, experience,

common ſenſe, and the common intereſt of man

kind. And ſuppoſing they can be cured this eaſy

way, who would deſire to uſe any other ? Who

would not wiſh to have a phyſician always in his

houſe, and one that attends without fee or reward P

To be able (unleſs in ſome few complicated caſes)

to preſcribe to his family, as well as himſelf P

14. If it be ſaid, but what need is there of ſuch

an attempt 2 I anſwer, the greateſt that can poſſibly

be conceived. Is it not needful in the higheſt de

! grec,
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gree, to reſcue men from the jaws of deſtruction P

From waſting their fortunes, as thouſands have

done, and continue to do daily P. From pining

away in fickneſs and pain, either through the ig

norance or diſhoneſty of phyſicians? Yea, and

many times throwing away their lives, after their

health, time and ſubſtance?

Is it enquired, but are there not books enough

already, on every part of the art of medicine P.

Yes, too many ten times over, confidering how

little to the purpoſe the far greater part of them

ſpeak. But beſide this, they are too dear for poor

men to buy, and too hard for plain men to under

ſtand. Do you ſay, “But there are enough of

theſe colle&tions of receipts.” Where? I have not

ſeen one yet, either in our own or any other

tongue, which contains only ſafe, and cheap, and

eaſy medicines. In all that have yet fallen into my

hand, I find many dear and many far-fetched me

dicines : beſides many of ſo dangerous a kind, as

a prudent man would never meddle with. And

againſt the greater part of thoſe medicines there is

a further objcótion: they conſiſt of too many in

gredients. The common method of compounding

and de-compounding medicines, can never be re

conciled to common ſenſe. Experience ſhews, that

one thing will cure moſt diſorders, at leaſt as well

as twenty put together. Then why do you add the

other nineteen 2 Only to ſwell the Apothecary's

bill: nay, poſſibly, on purpoſe to prolong the diſ

temper, that the doćtor and he may divide the

ſpoil.

But admitting there is ſome quality in the medi

cine propoſed, which has need to be correčted :

will
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will not one thing correót it as well as twenty P It

is probable, much better. And if not, there is a

fufficiency of other medicines, which need no ſuch

correčtion.

How often, by this compounding medicines of

oppoſite qualities, is the virtue of both utterly de

ſtroyed? Nay, how often do thoſe joined together

deſtroy life, which fingle, might have preſerved it *

This occaſioned that caution of the great Boerhaave,

againſt mixing things without evident neceſſity,

and without full proof of the effect they will pro

duce when joined together, as well as of that they

produced when aſunder : ſeeing (as he obſerves)

ſeveral things, which ſeparately taken, are ſafe and

powerful medicines, when compounded, not only

loſe their former powers, but commence a ſtrong

and deadly poiſon.

15. As to the manner of uſing the medicines here

ſet down, I ſhould adviſe, As ſoon as you know

your diſtemper, (which is very eaſy, unleſs in a

complication of diſorders, and then you would do

well to apply to a Phyſician that fears God:) Firſt,

uſe the firſt of the remedies for that diſeaſe which

occurs in the enſuing colle&tion ; (unleſs ſome

other of them be eaſier to be had, and then it may

do juſt as well.) Secondly, After a competent time,

if it takes no effect, uſe the ſecond, the third, and

ſo on. I have purpoſely ſet down (in moſt caſes)

ſeveral remedies for each diſorder; not only be

cauſe all are not equally eaſy to be procured at all

times, and in all places: But likewiſe becauſe the

medicine which cures one man, will not always

CUl I &



cure another of the ſame diſtemper. Nor will it

cure the ſame man at all times. Therefore it was

neceſſary to have a variety. However, I have ſub

joined the letter (I) to thoſe medicines which ſome

think to be Infallible. — Thirdly, Obſerve all the

time the greateſt exačtneſs in your regimen, or

manner of living. Abſtain from all mixed, all

high-ſeaſoned food. Uſe plain diet, eaſy of di

geſtion; and this as ſparingly as you can, conſiſtent

with eaſe and ſtrength. Drink only water, if it

agrees with your ſtomach ; if not, good, clear,

ſmall beer. Uſe as much czerciſe daily in the open

air, as you can without wearineſs. Sup at Six or

Seven, on the lighteſt food : go to bed early, and

riſe betimes. To perſevere with ſteadineſs in this

courſe, is often more than half the cure. Above

all, add to the reſt, (for it is not labour loſt) that

old unfaſhionable medicine, Prayer: And have

faith in God who “ killeth and maketh alive, who

bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth up.”

16. For the ſake of thoſe who deſire, through

the bleſfing of God, to retain the health which they

have recovered, I have added a few plain, eaſy

rules, chiefly tranſcribed from Dr. Cheyne.

I. 1. The air we breathe is of great conſequence

to our health. Thoſe who have been long abroad

in eaſterly or northerly winds, ſhould drink ſome

thin and warm’liquor going to bed, or a draught of

toaſt and water.

2, Tender people ſhould have thoſe who lie with

them, or are much about them, ſound, ſweet, and

healthy.

3. Every
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3. Every one that would preſerve health, ſhould

be as clean and ſweet as poſſible in their houſes,

clothes and furniture.

II. 1. The great rule of eating and drinking, is,

To ſuit the quality and quantity of the food to the

ſtrength of our digeſtion ; to take always ſuch a

ſort and ſuch a meaſure of food, as fits light and

eaſy on the ſtomach.

2. All pickled, or ſmoaked, or ſalted food, and

all high-ſeaſoned is unwholeſome.

3. Nothing conduces more to health, than abſti

nence and plain food, with due labour.

4. For ſtudious perſons, about eight ounces of

animal food, and twelve of vegetable in twenty

four hours is fufficient.

5. Water is the wholeſomeſt of all drinks :

quickens the appetite, and ſtrengthens the digeſtion

moſt. -

6. Strong, and more eſpecially ſpirituous liquors,

are a certain, though ſlow, poiſon.

7. Experience ſhews, there is very ſeldom any

danger in leaving them off all at once. -

8. Strong liquors do not pretent the miſchiefs

of a ſurfeit, nor carry it off ſo ſafely as water.

9. Malt liquors (except clear, ſmall beer, or

ſmall ale, of a due age) are excecding hurtful to

i.e.,der Perſons.

/
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to. Coffee and tea are extremely hurtful to per

ſons who have weak nerves. - -

III. 1. Tender perſons ſhould eat very light

ſuppers ; and that two or three hours before going

to bed.

2. They ought conſtantly to go to bed about nine,

and riſe at four or five.

IV. 1. A due degree of ºxerciſe is indiſpenſably

neceſſary to health and long life.

2. Walking is the beſt excrciſe for thoſe who

are able to bear it; riding for thoſe who are not.

The open air, when the weather is fair, contributes

much to the benefit of cxerciſc.

3. We may ſtrengthen any weak part of the

body by conſtant exerciſe. Thus the lungs may

be ſtrengthened by loud ſpeaking, or walking up

an eaſy aſcent; the digeſtion and the nerves, by

riding ; the arms and hams, by ſtrongly rubbing

them daily.

4. The ſtudious ought to have ſtated times for

exerciſe, at leaſt two or three hours a-day : the

one half of this before dinner, the other before

going to bed.

5. They ſhould frequently ſhave, and frequently

waſh their feet. -

6. Thoſe who read or write much, ſhould learn

to do it ſtanding; otherwiſe it will impair their

health.

7. The
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7. The fewer clothes any one uſes, by day or

night, the hardier he will be.

8. Excrciſe, firſt, ſhould be always on an empty

ſtomach; ſecondly, ſhould never be continued to

wearineſs; thirdly, after it, we ſhould take care

to cool by degrees : otherwiſe we ſhall catch cold.

9. The fleſh-bruſh is a moſt uſeful exerciſe, eſpe

cially to ſtrengthen any part that is weak. -

10. Cold-bathing is of great advantage to health:

It prevents abundance of diſeaſes. It promotes

perſpiration, helps the circulation of the blood,

and prevents the danger of catching cold. Tender

people ſhould pour water upon the head before

they go in, and walk in ſwiftly. To jump in with

the head foremoſt, is too great a ſhock to nature.

V. 1. Coſtiveneſs cannot long conſiſt with

health. Therefore care ſhould be taken to remove

it at the beginning : and when it is removed, to

prevent its return, by ſoft, cool, open diet.

2. Obſtrućted perſpiration (vulgarly called catch

ing cold) is one great ſource of diſeaſes. When

ever there appears the leaſt ſign of this, let it be re

moved by gentle ſweats,

VI. 1. The paſſions have a greater influence on

health, than moſt people are aware of.

2. All violent and ſudden paſſions diſpoſe to, or

aćtually throw peºple into acute diſeaſes.

3. The ſlow and laſting paſſions, ſuch as grief

and hopeleſs love, bring on chronical diſeaſes.

B 2 4. Till
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4. Till the paſſion, which cauſed the diſeaſe, is

calmed, medicine is applied in vain.

5. The love of God, as it is the ſovereign remedy

of all miſeries, ſo in particular it effectually prevents

the all bodily diſorders the paſſions introduce, by

keeping the paſſions themſelves within due bounds.

And by the unſpeakable joy and perfect calm, ſe

renity, and tranquillity it gives the mind, it becomes

the moſt powerful of all the means of health and

long life.

Londo N, 7um - 1 1,

17 f/.
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P O S T S C R. I. P. T.

1 . I was a great ſurpriſe to the Editor of the ſol

lowing Collection, that there was ſo ſwift and

large a demand for it; that three impreſſions were

called for in four or five years; and that it was not

only re-publiſhed by the bookſellers of a neigh

bouring nation; but alſo inſerted by parts in their

public papers, and ſo propagated through the whole

kingdom. This encouraged him carefully to reviſe

the whole, and to publiſh it again, with ſeveral altc-,

rations, which it is hoped may make it of greater uſe

to thoſe who love common ſenſe and common

honeſty.

2. Thoſe alterations are ſtill in purſuance of my

firſt deſign, to ſet down cheap, ſafe, and eaſy medi

cines; eaſy to be known, eaſy to be procured, and

eaſy to be applied by plain, unlettered men. Ac

cordingly, I have omitted a conſiderable number,

which though cheap and ſafe, were not ſo common

or well known ; and have added at leaſt an equal

number, to which that objećtion cannot be made :

which are not only of ſmall price, and extremely

ſafe, but likewiſe eaſy to be found, if not in every

houſe or yard, yet in every town, and almoſt every

village throughout the kingdom.

3. It is becauſe they are not ſafe, but extremely

dangerous, that I have omitted (together with Anti

mony) the four Herculean mcdicines, Opium”, the

Bark*, Steel”, and moſt of the preparations of

Quickſilver, Herculean indeed! Far too ſtrong for

* Except in a very few Caſci,

B 3. - cominol,
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common men to grapple with. How many fatal

effects have theſe produced, even in the hands of no

ordinary Phyſicians! With regard to fouroftheſe, the

inſtances are glaring and undeniable. And whereas

Quickſilver,the fifth,is in its native form as innocent

as bread or water: has not the art been diſcovered,

fo to prepare it, as to make it the moſt deadly of all

poiſons P Theſe Phyſicians have juſtly termed edged

Tools. But they have not yet taught them to

wound at a diſtance: and honeſt men are under no

neceſſity of touching them, or coming within their

reach. -

4. Inſtead of theſe, I have once more ventured

to recommend to men of plain, unbiaſed reaſon, ſuch

remedies as air, water, milk, whey, honey, treacle,

falt, vinegar, and common Engliſh herbs, with a few

foreign medicines, almoſt equally cheap, ſafe and

common. And this I have done on that principle,

whereby I deſire to be governed in all my ačtions,

“Whatſoever ye would that men ſhould do unto you, the

fame do unto them.”

5. At the requeſt of many perſons, I have like

wiſe added plain definitions of moſt diſtempers;

not indeed accurate or philoſophical definitions,

but ſuch as are ſuited to men of ordinary capacities,

and as may juſt enable them, in common ſimple

caſes, to diſtinguiſh one diſeaſe from another. In

uncommon or complicated diſeaſes, where life is

more immediately in danger, I again adviſe every

man without delay to apply to a Phyſician that

fears God.

BR IST ot, 0ā. 16, 1755.

- London,
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London, Nov. 10, 1760.

D. the obſervation and experience of

more than five years, which have paſſed ſince

the laſt impreſſion of this traćt, I have had many op

portunities of trying the virtues of the enſuing Re

medies. And I have now added the word Tried to

thoſe which I have found to be of the greateſt

efficacy. I believe many others to be of equal

virtue: but it has not lain in my way to makethe trial. w

In this courſe of time I have likewiſe had oc

caſion to collečt ſeveral other Remedies, tried either

by myſelf or others, which are inſerted under their

proper heads. Some of theſe I have found to be

of uncommon virtue, equal to any of thoſe which

were before publiſhed : and one, I muſt aver, from

perſonal knowledge, grounded on a thouſand expe

riments, to be far ſuperior to all the other medicines

I have known; I mean Elettricity. I cannot but

intreat all thoſe who are well-wiſhers to Mankind,

to make full proof of this. Certainly it comes the

neareſt an univerſal medicine, of any yet known

in the world.

One grand advantage which moſt of theſe medi

cines have above thoſe commonly uſed is this: you

may be ſure of having them good in their kind;

pure, genuine, unſophiſticate. But who can be ſure

of this, when the medicines he uſes are compounded

by an Apothecary? Perhaps he has not the drug

preſcribed by the Phyſician, and ſo puts in its place

“what will do as well.” Perhaps he has it; but

it is ſtale axl periſhed : yet “you would not have

him throw it away. Indeed he cannot afford it.”

- Perhaps
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Perhaps he cannot afford to make up the medicine

as the Diſpenſatory direéts, and ſell it at the com

mon price. So he puts in cheaper ingredients: and

you take neither you nor the Phyſician knows what!

How many inconveniences muſt this occaſion 1

How many conſtitutions are ruined hereby How

many valuable lives are loſt! Whereas all theſe

inconveniences may be prevented, by a little care

and common ſenſe, in the uſe of thoſe plain ſimple

Remedies, which are here collečted.

Otley, April 20, 1780.

INCE the laſt Correótion of this Traćt, near

twenty years ago, abundance of Objećtions

have been made to ſeveral parts of it. Theſe I

have conſidered with all the attention which I was

maſter of: and in conſequence hereof, have now

omitted many Articles, and altered many others.

I have likewiſe added a confiderable number of s

Medicines, ſeveral of which have becn but lately

diſcovered : and ſeveral, (although they had been

long in uſe,) I had never tried before. But I ſtill

adviſe, “in complicated caſes, or where life is in

immediate danger, let every one apply without de

lay, to a Phyſician that fears God.” From one who

does not, be his fame ever ſo great, I ſhould cºpećt

a curſe rather than a bleſſing:

*...* Moſt of thoſe Medicines which I prefer to

the reſt, are now marked with an Aſteriſk.



C O L L E C T I O N

O F

R E C E I P T S.

1. Abortion, (to prevent.)

1 . OM E N of a weak or relaxed habit

ſhould uſe ſolid Food, avoiding great

Quantities of Tea, and other weak, and watery

Liquors. They ſhould go ſoon to bed, and riſe

early; and take frequent Exerciſe, but avoid

being over-fatigued.

2. If of a full Habit, they ought to uſe a ſpare

Diet, and chiefly of the ...; Kind, avoiding

ſtrong Liquors, and everything that may tend to

heat the Body, or increaſe the Quantity of Blood.

In the firſt Caſe, take daily half a Pint of a Decoétion

of Lignum Guaiacum ; boiling an Ounce of it in

a Quart of Water for five Minutes.

In the latter Caſe, give half a Drachm of powdered

Nitre, in a Cup of Water-Gruel, every five or fix

Hours: in both Caſes ſhe ſhould ſleep on a hard

Mattreſs with her head low, and be kept cool

and quiet.

2. For an Ague”.

a. Go into the Cold Bath juſt before the cold Fit.

* An Ague is, An Intermitting Fever, each Fit of which is pre

ceded by a cold Shivering, and goes off in a Sweat.

Çºr Nothing
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£3" Nothing tends more to prolong an Ague, than in

dulging a lazy indolent Diſpoſition. The Patient

ought therefore between the Fits to take as much Ex

erciſe as he can bear; and fo uſe a light Diet, and for

common drink, Lemonade is the moſt proper.

When all other Mcans fail, give blue Pitriol,

from one Grain to two Grains, in the abſence of

the fit; and repeat it three or four times in

twenty-four Hours:

4. Or, take a Handſul of Groundſell, ſhred it ſmall,

put it into a Paper-Bag, four Inches ſquare,

pricking that ſide which is to be next the Skin

full of Holes. Cover this with a thin Linen,

and wear it on the Pit of the Stomach, renewing

it two Hours before the Fit: Tried.

5. Or, apply to the Stomach, a large 0nion ſlit.:

{& 6. Or, melt two-penny worth of Frankincenſe,

fpread it on Linen, grate a Nutmeg upon it, cover

it with Linen, and hang this Bag on the Pit of

the Stomach.-I have never yet known it fail:

7. Or, boil Yarrow in new Milk, till it is tender

enough to ſpread as a Plaiſter. An Hour before the

cold Fit, apply this to the Wriſts, and let it be on

till the hot Fit is over. If another Fit comes,

uſe a freſh Plaiſter.—This often cures a Quartan:

8. Or, drink a Quart of cold Water, juſt before the

cold Fit. Then go to bed and ſweat:

9. Or, make ſix middling Pills of Cobwebs. Take
one a little before the cold Fit: two a little be

fore the next Fit; (ſuppoſe the next Day :), the

other three, if need be, a little before the third

Fit. This ſeldom fails:—Or, put a Tea-ſpoonful

of Salt of Tartar into a large Glaſs of SpringWater,

and drink it by little and little. Repeat the ſame

Doſe the next two Days, before the time of the
Fit :

*10. Or, two ſmall Tea-ſpoonfuls of Sal Prunellºr,

an IHour before the Fit.—It commonly cures in

thrice taking:

11. Or,
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11. Or, a large Spoonful of powdered Camomile

Flowers :

*12. Or, a Tea-ſpoonful of Spirits of Hartſhorn, ina claſſ of water. 'p tſhorn,

13. Or, eat a ſmall Lemon, Rind and all:

14. In the hot Fit, if violent, take eight or ten

Drops of Laudanum : if coſtive, in Hierapicra.

15. Dr. Lind ſays, an Ague is certainly cured, by

taking from ten to twenty Drops of Laudanum,

with two Drachms of Syrup of Poppies in any

warm Liquid, half an Hour after the Heat begins.

ſº. It is proper to take a gentle Vomit, and ſºmetime; a

Purge, before you uſe any of theſe Medicines. If a

Vomit is taken two Hours before the Fit is expedied,

it generally prevents that Fit, and ſometimes cure;

an Ague : eſpecially in Children.—It is alſo proper

to repeat the Medicine (whatever it be) about a

Week after, in order to prevent a Relapſe. Do not

take any Purge ſoon after.—The daily uſe of the

Fleſh-Bruſh, and frequent cold Bathing are of great

uſe to prevent Relapſes. -

16. Children have been cured by wearing a Waiſt

coat, in which Bark was quilted. -

3. A Tertian Ague.*

17. Is often cured by taking a Purge one Day; and

the next, bleeding in the beginning of the Fit:

18. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Salt of Tartar in

Spring-Water. This often cures double Tertians,

triple Quartans, and long laſting Fevers: eſpe

cially if Sena be premiſed twice or thrice:

*19. Or, apply to each Wriſt a Plaiſter of Treacle

and Soct.—Tried.

20. Or, uſe the Cold Bath. (Unleſs you are of an

advanced Age, or extremely weak.) But when

* That is, An Ague which returns every other Day.

you
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º

you uſe this, on any Account whatever, it is

proper,

1. To bleed or purge, before you begin:

2. To go in cool; to immerge at once, but not

head forc;moſt ; to ſtay in only two or three Mi
- y y

nutes, (or leſs, at firſt:)

3. Never to bathe on a full Stomach :

4. To bathe twice or thrice a Weck at leaſt, till

you have bathed nine or ten times:

5. To ſweat immediately after it (going to bed) in

Palſies, Rickets, and all Diſcaſes wherein the

Nerves are obſtructed :

6. You may uſe yourſelf to it, without any danger,

by beginning in May, and at firſt juſt plunging

in, and coining out immediately. But many have

begun in Winter, without any Inconvenience.

4. A Double Tertian.

21. Take before the Fit, (after a Púrge or two) three

Ounces of Cichory-IPater, half a Drachm of Salt

of Tartar, and fifteen Drops of Spirit of Sulphur;

22. To perfeót the Cure, on the fourth Day after

you miſs the Fit, take two Drachms of Sena, half

a Drachm of Salt of Tartar, infuſed all Night in

four Ounces of Cichory-II ater. Strain it and

drink it. -

5. A Quartan Ague.*

23. Apply to the Suture of the Head, when the Fit

is coming, II all 7uly Flowers, beating together

Leaves and Flowers with a little Salt. Keep it

on till the hot Fit is over. Repeat this, if

need be.

21. Uſe ſtrong Exerciſe, (as riding or walking, as
far as you can bear it) an Hour or two before

* That is, An Ague which miſſes two Days; coming on

Moºd y (ſuppoſe) and again on Thurſday. -

- the
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the Fit. If poſſible, continue it till the Fit

begins. This alone will frequently cure :

Tried.

25. Or, apply to the Wriſts a Plaiſter of . Tur

pentine: Or, of bruiſed Pepper, mixt with Treacle:

26. Or, apply Oil of Turpentine to the ſmall of

the Back, before the Fit.

*27. For a Tertian or Quartan, vomit with ten

Grains of Ipecacuanha an Hour before the

cold Fit begins. Then go to Bed, and con

tinue a large Sweat by Lemonade, (that is, Le

mon, Sugar, and Water) for ſix or eight

Hours. This uſually cures in three or four

times. If it does not, uſe the Cold Bath between

the Fits.

28. Or, take twenty grains of powdered Saffron

before the Fit, in a Glaſs of White Wine.

6. St. Anthony's Fire.*

*29. Take a Glaſs of Tar-Water warm, in Bed,

every Hour, waſhing the Part with the ſame.

{{# Tar-Water is made thus.-Put a Gallon of cold

Water to a Quart of Norway Tar. Stir them

together with a flat ſtick for five or fix Minutes.

After it has ſtood covered for three Days, pour off

the IWater clear, bottle and cork it.

*30. Or, take a Decoètion of Elder. Leaves, as a

Sweat: applying to the Part a Cloth dipt in

I.ime-Water, mixed with a little camphorated

Spirits of Wine. -

fºr Lime-Water is made thus.—Infuſe a pound of

good quick Lime in fix Quarts of Spring Water for

twenty-four Hours. Decant and keep it for Uſe.

* St. Anthony's Fire is a Fever attended with a red and painful

Swelling, full of Pimples, which afterwards turn into ſmall

Bliſlers, on the Face or ſome other part of the Body. The ſooner

the Eruption is, the leſs danger. Lót your Diet be only Water

Gruel, or Barley-Broth, with roaſted Apples.

C 31. Or, .
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31. Or, take two or three gentle Purges—No

acute Fever bears repeated Purges better than

this, eſpecially when it affects the Head: mean

time boil a Handful of Sage, two Handfuls of

Elder Leaves (or Bark) and an Ounce of Alum

in two Quarts of Forge Water, to a Pint. Waſh

with this every Night.—See Extraćt from Dr.

Tiſſot, page 104.

32. If the Pulſe be low, and the Spirits ſunk, nou

riſhing Broths and a little Negus may be given

to advantage : -

33. Or, let three Drachms of Nitre be diſſolved in

as much Elder-Flower Tea, as the Patient can

drink in twenty-four Hours. If the Diſeaſe at

tacks the Head, bleeding is neceſſary.

Dreſſing the Inflammation with greaſy Ointments,

Salves, &c. is very improper.

34. Bathing the Feet and Legs in warm IPater is

ſerviceable, and often relieves the Patient much.

—In Scotland the common People cover the Part

with a linen Cloth covered with Meal.

7. The Apoplexy."

35. To prevent, uſe the Cold Bath, and drink only

* Water.

*36. In the Fit, put a Handful of Salt into a Pint of

cold Water, and if poſſible, pour it down the

Throat of the Patient. He will quickly come

to himſelf. So will one who ſeems dead by a fall.

But ſend for a good Phyſician immediately.

*37. If the Fit be ſoon after a Meal, do not bleed,

but vomit. -

*38. Rub the Head, Feet, and Hands ſtrongly, and

let two ſtrong Men carry the Patient upright,
backward and forward about the Room.

+ An Apoplexy is, a total loſs of all Senſe, and voluntaryMo

tion, commonly attended with a ſtrong Pulſe, hard Breathing and

Snorting.

39. A
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39. A Seton in the Neck, with low Diet, has often

prevented a Relapſe.-See Extraćt from Dr.

Tiffot, page 53. *

There is a wide difference between the Sanguineous,

and Serous *:::::: ; the latter is often followed

by a Palſy.—The former is diſtinguiſhed by the

Countenance appearing florid; the Face ſwelled

or puffed up; and the Blood-Veſſels, eſpecially

about the Neck and Temples, are turgid ; the

Pulſe beats ſtrong ; the Eyes are prominent and

fixed; and the Breathing is difficult, and per

formed with a Snorting. This invades more

ſuddenly than the Serous Apoplexy. Uſe large

Bleedings, from the Arm, or. Neck; bathe the

Feet in warm Water; Cupping on the back of

the Head, with deep Scarification. The Garters

ſhould be tied very tight to leſſen the motion of

the Blood from the lower Extremities. ".

A Scruple of Nitre may be given in Water,

every three or four Hours.

When the Patient is ſo far recovered as to be able

to ſwallow, let him take a ſtrong Purge; but if

this cannot be effected, aGlyfter ſhould be thrown

up with plenty of freſh Butter, and a large

Spoonful of common Salt in it.

In the Serous Apoplexy, the Pulſe is not ſo ſtrong,

the Countenance is leſs florid, and not attended

with ſo great a Difficulty of breathing. Here

Bleeding is not ſo neceſſary, but a Vomit of three

Grains of Emetic Tartar may be given, and after

wards a Purge as before, and the Powder of

white Hellibore blown up the Noſe, &c.

£3. This Apoplexy is generally preceded by an unuſual

Heavineſs, Giddineſs, and Drowſineſs.

C 2 8. Canine
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8. Canine Appetite."

40. “If it be without Vomiting, is often cured by

a ſmall Bit of Bread dipt in Wine, and applied

to the Noſtrils.” Dr. Schomberg.

9. The Aſthma.j:

41. Take a Pint of cold Water every Morning,

waſhing the Head therein immediately after, and

uſing the Cold Bath once a Fortnight:

*42. Or, cut an Ounce of ſtick Liquorice into ſlices.

Steep this in a Quart of Water, four and twenty

Hours, and uſe it, when you are worſe than

uſual, as common Drink. I have known this

give much eaſe. -

43. Or, half a Pint of Tar-IWater, twice a Day.

44. Or, live a Fortnight on boiled. Carrots only.

It ſeldom fails :

*45. Or, take an Ounce of Quickſilver every Morn

ing, and a Spoonful of Aqua Sulphurata, , or

fifteen Drops of Elixir of Vitriol, in a large Glaſs

of Spring-Water at Five in the Evening.—This

has cured an inveterate Aſthma.

46. Or, take from ten to ſixty Drops of Elixir of

Vitriol, in a Glaſs of Water, three or four times

a Day. -

(ºr Elixir of Vitriol is made thus.-Drop gradually

four Ounces of ſtrong Oil of Vitriol into a Pint of

Spirits of Wine, or Brandy : let it ſtand three Days,

and add to it Ginger ſliced, half an Ounce, and

Jamaica Pepper, whole, one Ounce. In three Days

nore it is fit for uſe. But if the Patient be ſub

+ An inſatiable Deſire of Eating.

# An Aſthma is a Difficulty of Beathing from a Diſorder in

the Lungs. In the common (or moiſt) Aſthma, the Patient ſpits
much.

ječi
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jećt to four Belchings, take the Mixture for the

Aſthmatic Cough, (as ART. 56,) after the Elixir of

Vitriot. . . .

47. Or,into a Quart of boilingWater, put a Tea-ſpoon

ful of Balſamic Aºther, receive the Steam into

the Lungs, through a Fumigater, twice a Day.

Fºr Balſamic AEther is made thus.-Put four Ounces

of Spirits of Wine, and one Ounce of Balſam of Tolu,

into a Vial, with one Ounce of Æther. Keep it

well corked. But it will not keep above a Week.

48. For preſent Relief, vomit with a Quart or more

of warm Water. The more you drink of it the

better.

{<" Do this whenever you find any motion to vomit :

and take care always to keep your Body open.

1o. A Dry or Convulſive Aſthma.

49. Juice of Radiſhes relieves much : ſo doesa Cup.

of ſtrong Coffee : or, Garlick, either raw, or

preſerved, or in Syrup : -

50. Or, drink a Pint of new Milk Morning and

Evening.—This has cured an inveterate Aſthma.

*51. Or, beat fine Saffron ſmall, and take eight or

ten Grains every Night.—Tried. * - -

*52. Take from three to five Grains of Ipecacuanha

every Morning; or from five to ten Grains every

other Evening. Do this, if need be, for a Month

or ſix Weeks. Five Grains uſually vomit. In

a violent Fit, take a Scruple inſtantly.

53. In any Afthma, the beſt Drink is Apple-Water :

that is, boiling Water poured on ſliced Apples.

54. The Food ſhould be light and eaſy of digeſtion.

Ripe Fruits baked, boiled, or roaſted, are very

proper; but ſtrong Liquors of all kinds, eſpe

cially Beer or Ale are hurtful. If any Supper is

taken, it ſhould be very light.

C 3 55. Att
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55. All Diſorders of the Breaſt are much relieved

by keeping the Feet warm, and promoting Perſpi

ration. Exerciſe is alſo of very great importance;

ſo that the Patient ſhould take as muchevery Day,

as his ſtrength will bear. Iſſues are found, in

general, to be of great ſervice.

6. Dr. Smyth, in his ForMu LE, recommends

Muſtard-Whey as common Drink, in the moiſt

Aſthma; and a Decočtion of the Madder-Root,

to promote ſpitting.

(ºr The Decočtion is made thus.-Boil one Ounce of

Madder, and two Drachms of Mace, in three Pints

of Water, to two Pints, then ſtrain it, and take a

Tea-cupful three or four times a Day. But the

moſt efficacious Medicine is the Quickſilver and

Aqua Sulphurata, (as ART. 45.) N. B.

Where, the latter cannot be got, ten Drops

of Oil of Vitriol, in a large Glaſs of Spring

iWater, will anſwer the ſame End. I have

known many Perſons greatly relieved, and ſome

cured, by taking as much Jallap every Morning as

would lie on a Sixpence.

11. To cure Baldneſs.

57. Rub the Part Morning and Evening, with

Onions, till it is red; and rub it afterwards with

Honey. Or, Waſh it with a Decočtion of Box

wood: Tried. Or, Ele&trify it daily.

12. Bleeding at the Noſe, (to prevent.)

*58. Drink Whey largely, every Morning, and eat

much of Raiſins: -

59. Or, diſſolve two Scruples of Nitre in half a

Pint of Water, and take a Tea-cupful every

Hour.

6o. To cure it, Apply to the Neck behind and on

each ſide, a Cloth dipt in cold Water:

61. Or, put the Legs and Arms in cold Water:

*62. Or,
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*62. Or, waſh the Temples, Noſe, and Neck with

Vinegar:

63. Or, keep a little Roll of white Paper under the

Tongue:

64. Or, ſnuff up Vinegar and Water :

65. Or, foment the Legs and Arms with it:

66. Or, ſteep a Linen Rag in ſharp Vinegar, burn it,

and blow it up the Noſe with a Quill :

67. Or, apply Tents made of ſoft Lint, dipped in

cold Water, ſtrongly impregnated with Tinéture of

Iron, and introduced within the Noſtrils quite

through to their poſterior Apertures. This Me

thod, Mr. Hey ſays, never failed him:

68. Or, diſſolve an Ounce of Alun powdered, in a

Pint of Vinegar: apply a Cloth, dipt in this, to

the Temples, ſteeping the Feet in warm IWater.

69. In a violent Caſe, go into a Pond or River.

*:::::::::::::::::: from Dr. Tiſſot. —Cy: «92.
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13. Bleeding of a Wound.

70. Make two or three tight Ligatures toward the

lower part of each Joint: ſlacken them gradually:

71. Or, apply Tops of Nettles bruiſed:

72. Or, ſtrew on it the Aſhes of a Linen Rag, dipt

in ſharp Vinegar and burnt:

*73. Or, take ripe Puff-Balls. Break them warily,
and ſave the Powder. Strew this on the Wound

and bind it on. I.--This will ſtop the Bleeding

of an amputated Limb without any Cautery.

74. Or, take of Brandy, two Qunces, Caſtile-Soap,
two Drachms, Pot-Aſh, one Drachm. Scrape the

Soap fine and diſſolve it in the Brandy; then

add the Pot-Aſh. Mix them well together, and

kcep them cloſe ſtopt in a Phial. Apply a little

of this warmed to a bleeding Veſſel, and the

Blood immediately congeals.

14. Spitting
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14. Spitting Blood. -

*75. Take a quarter of a Pint of ſtewed Prunes, at

bying down, for two or three Nights: Tried. .

*76. Or, two Spoonfuls of Juice of Nettles, every

Morning, and a large Cup of Decočtion of Nettles -

at Night, for a Week: Tried. -

77. Or, three Spoonfuls of Sage-juice in a little

Honey. This preſently, ſtops either ſpitting or

vomiting Blood: Tried,

*78. Or, half a Tea-ſpoonful of Barbadoes Tar, on

a Lump of Loaf Sugar at Night. It commonly
CureS at OnCe. -

15. Vomiting Blood.

*79. Take two. Spoonfuls of Nettle žuice.

(ºr This alſo diſſolves Blood coagulated in the

Stomach,)—Tried.

8o. Or, Take as much Salt Petre, as will lie upon

half a Crown, diſſolved in a Glaſs of cold Water,

two or three times a Day.

16. To diſſolve coagulated Blood.

81. Bind on the Part for ſome Hours a Paſte made

of Black Soap and Crumbs of white Bread:

82. Or, grated Root of Burdock ſpread on a Rag:

Renew this twice a Day.

17. Bliſters.

83. On the Feet, occaſioned by Walking, are cured

by drawing a Needle full of Worſted throughthem.

. it off at both ends, and leave it till the ſkin.

peels off. -

18. Boils.

84. Apply a little Venice Turpentine:

85. Or,
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85. Or, an equal quantity of Soap and brown Sugar
well mixt. -

86. Or, a Plaiſter of Honey and Wheat Flour:

87. Or, of Figs:

88. Or, a little Saffron in a white Bread Poultice,

—'Tis proper to purge alſo.

19. Hard. Breaſis.

89. Apply Turnips roaſted till ſoft, then maſhed and

mixed with a little Oil of Roſes. Change this

twice a Day, keeping the Breaſt very warm with

Flannel. -

20. Sore Breaſts and Swelled.

*90. Boil a Handful of Camomile and as muchMal

lows in Milk and Water. Foment with it be

ween two Flannels as hot as can be borne every

twelve Hours. It alſo diſſolves any Knot or

Swelling in any Part.

- 21. A Bruiſe.

*91. Immediately apply Treacle ſpread on brown

Paper: Tried. - -

92. Or, apply a Plaiſter of chopt Parſley mixt with

Butter:

*93. Or, Eleårify the Part. This is the quickeſt

Cure of all.

22. To prevent Swelling from a Bruiſe.

94. Immediately apply a Cloth, five or ſix times

doubled, dipt in cold IPater, and new dipt when it

grows warm : Tried.

23. To cure a Swelling from a Bruiſe.

95. Foment it half an Hour, Morning and Evening,

with Cloths dipped in IWater as hot as you can

bear.

24. A
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24. A Burn or Scald.

96. Immediately plunge the Part into cold Water.

Keep it in an Hour, if not well before. Perhaps
four or five Hours: Tried.

*97. Or, Electrify it, if this can be done preſently,

it totally cures the moſt deſperate Burn.

98. Or, if the Part cannot be dipt, apply a Cloth

four times doubled, dipt in cold Water, changing

it when it grows warm : -

*99. Or, a bruiſed Onion : -

1oo. Or, apply Oil, and ſtrew on it powdered Ginger.

25. A deep Burn or Scald.

1or. Apply black Warniſh with a Feather, till it is

well :

1 oz. Or, inner Rind of Elder well mixt with freſh

Butter. When this is bound on with a Rag,

plunge the Part into cold Water. This will ſuſ

pend the Pain, till the Medicine heals.

103. Or, mix, Lime-Water and ſweet Oil, to the

thickneſs of Cream, apply it with a Feather,

ſeveral times a Day.—This is the moſt effectual

Application I ever met with :

104. Or, put twenty-five Drops of Goullard's Ex

traſt of Lead, to half a Pint of rain Water; dip

linen. Rags in it, and apply them to the Part af

fected. This is particularly ſerviceable if the

Burn is near the Eyes.

26. A Cancer in the Breaſt.*

*105. Of thirteen Years ſtanding, was cured by

frequently applying Red Poppy Water, Plantane

+ A Cancer is an hard, round, uneven, painful Swelling, of a

blackiſh or leaden Colour, the Veins round which ſeem ready to

burſt. It comes commonly with a Swelling about as big as a

Pea, which does not at firſt give much Pain, nor change the Co

lour of the Skin, - - - -

and
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and Roſ-Water, mixt with Honey of Roſes. Af.

terwards, the Waters uſed alone perfečted the

Cure.

106. Uſe the Cold Bath. (This has cured many.)

This cured Mrs. Bates, of Leiceſterſhire, of a Can

cer in her Breaſt, a Conſumption, a-Sciatica, and

Rheumatiſm, which ſhe had had near twenty

Years. She bathed daily for a Month, and drank

only Water. -

A bleeding Cancer was cured by drinking twice a

Day, a quarter of a Pint of the Juice of Clivers

or Gooſe-graſs, and covering the Wounds with

the bruiſed Leaves.

Another bleeding Cancer was cured by the follow

ing Receipt:

Take half a Pint of ſmall Beer. When it boils, diſ

ſolve in it an Ounce and a half of Bees-IVax.

Then put in an Ounce of Hogs-Lard, and boil

them together. When it is cold, pour the Beer

from it, and apply it, ſpread upon white Leather.

Renew it every other Day. It brings out great

Blotches, which are to be waſhed with Sal Pru

nellar, diſſolved in warm Water.

Monſicur Le Febun adviſes, “Diſſolve four Grains

of Arſenic in a Pint of Water. Take a Spoonful

of this, with a Spoonful of Milk, and half an

Ounce of Syrup of Poppies, every Morning.”

fºr Generally where Cold Bathing is neceſſary to cure

any Diſeaſe, IWater-drinking is ſo, to prevent a Relapſe.

1 oz. If it be not broke, apply a piece of Sheet-Lºad

beat very thin, and pricked full of Pin-holes,

for Days or Wecks, to the whole Breaſt.—Purges

ſhould be added every third or fourth Day.

108. Or, rub the whole Breaft Morning and Even

ing, with Spirits of Hartſhorn, mixt with Oil:

109. Or, keep it continually moiſt with Honey.

*110. Or,
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*11o. Or, take Horſe-Spurst and dry them by the

Fire, till they will beat to Powder. Sift and in

fuſe two Drachms in two Quarts of Ale; drink

half a Pint every ſix Hours, new milk-warm.—It

has cured many. Tried.

111. Or, apply Gooſe dung and Celandine, beat well

together and ſpread on a fine Rag. It will both

cleanſe and heal the Sore.

112. Or, a Poultice of wild Parſnips, Flowers, Leaves

and Stalks, changing it Morning and Evening:

Or, ſcraped Carrots :

113. Cr, take Brimſtone , and Aqua Sulphurata.

This has cured one far advanced, in

Years.--Dr. Cheyne ſays, a total Aſs-Milk Diet,

about two Quarts a Day, without any other Food

or Drink, will cure a confirmed Cancer."

27. A Cancer in any other Part.

114. Apply red Onions bruiſed :

115. Or, make a Plaiſter of Roch-Alum, Vinegar,

and Honey, equal Quantities, with Wheat-flour.

Change it every twelve Hours.--It often cures

in three or four Days:

1; 6. Or, ſtamp theFlowers,Leaves,andStalks of wild

Parſnips, and apply them as a Plaiſter, changing

it every twelve Hours.--It uſually cures in a few

Days. - -

A Cancer under the Eye was cured, by drinking a

Quart of Tar-Water daily, waſhing the ſame with

it, and then applying a Plaiſter of Tar and Mut

ton-ſuet melted together. It was well in two

Months, though of twenty Years ſtanding.

28. A Cancer in the Mouth.

117. Boil a few Leaves of Succory, Plantane, and

Rue, with a Spoonful of Honey, for a quarter

* Theſe are a kind of Warts, that grow on the inſide of the

Horſe's Fore-Legs,

- of
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of an Hour. Gargle with this often in an

Hour: I. - *

a 18. Or, with Vinegar and Honey, wherein half an

Ounce of Roch-Alum is boiled:

+ 19. Or, mix as much burnt Alum and as much

black Pepper as lies on a Sixpence, with an Ounce

of Honey, and frequently touch the Part.

120. Or, blow the Aſhes of ſcarlet Cloth into the

Mouth or Throat. It ſeldom fails.

29. Chilblains, (to prevent.)

*121. Wear Flannel Socks: or, Socks of Chamois

Leather.

3o. Chilblains, (to cure.)

1 22, Apply Salt and Onions pounded together:

*123. Or, a Poultice of roaſted Onions hot. Keep

it on two or three Days, if not cured ſooner.

124. Waſh them (if broke) with Tinéture of Myrrh

in a little Water—-See Extract from Dr. Tiſſot.

31. Children.

125. To prevent the Rickets, Tenderneſs, and

Weakneſs, dip them in cold Water every Morn

ing, at leaſt till they are eight or nine Months

old.

No Roller ſhould ever be put round their Bodies,

nor any Stays uſed. Inſtead of them, when they

are put into ſhort Petticoats, put a Waiſtcoat

under their Frocks. -

Let them go bare-footed and bare-headed, till they

are three or four years old at leaſt.

'Tis beſt to wean a Child when ſeven Months old.

It ſhould lie in the Cradle at leaſt a Y car.

No Child ſhould touch any ſpirituous or fermented

Liquor, nor animal Food, before two Years old.
D Their
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Their Drink ſhould be Water. Tea they ſhould

ºver taſte, till ten or twelve Years old. Milk,

Milk-porridge, and Water-gruel, are the proper

Breakfaſts for Children.

32. Chin-Cough, or Hooping-Cough.

126. Uſe the Cold Bath daily:

127. Or, rub the Feet thoroughly with Hogs-Lard,

Éefore the Fire at going to Bed, and keep the

Child warm therein : Tried.

128. Or, rub the Back at lying down with old Rum.

It ſeldom fails:

129. Or, give a Spoonful of Juice of Penny-royal,

faixt with brown Sugar-candy, twice a Day:

130. Or, half a Pint of Milk, warm from the Cow,

with the Quantity of a Nutmeg of Conſerve of

Roſes diſſolved in it every Morning.

*131. Or, diſſolve a Scruple of Salt of Tartar in a

quarter of a Pint of clear Water: add to it ten

Grains of finely powdered Cochineal, and ſweeten

it with Loaf-Sugar. º

Give a Child within the Year, the fourth part of a

Spoonful of this, four times a Day, with a Spoon

ful of Barley-water after it. Give a Child two

Years old, half a Spoonful : a Child above four

Years old a Spoonful. . Boiled Apples put into

warm Milk may be his chief Food. . This re

lieves in twenty-four Hours, and cures in five or

ſix Days.

132. Or, from three to five Grains of Gum Gam

boge.—It vomits and purges : and Dr. Cook ſays,

always cures. -

133. Or, take two Grains of Tartar Emetic,

'...nd half a Drachm of prepared Crabs Claws

powdered: let them be mixed very well together.

One Grain, one Grain and a half, or two Grains of

this Compoſition, may be added to five or ſix

~ Grains
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Grains of Magneſia, and given in a ſmall Spoonful
of Milk and Water in the Forenoon between

Breakfaſt and Dinner, to a Child a Year old.

At Night, if the Fever is very high, half the former

Doſe of this Powder may be given, with from

five to ten Grains of Nitre.

134. In deſperate Caſes, change of Air alone has
cured. .

33. Cholera Morbus : i.e. Flux and Vomiting.

135. Drink two or three Quarts of cold Water, if

ſtrong; of warm Water, if weak.

136. Or, boil a Chicken an Hour in two Gallons

of Water, and drink of this till the Vomiting

ceaſes:

137. Or, Decoétion of Rice, or Barley, or toaſted

Oaten-Bread.

If the Pain is very ſevere, ſteep the Belly with

Flannels dipt in Spirits and Water.

The third Day after the Cure, take ten or fifteen

Grains of Rhubarê.

34. Chops in Women's Nipples.

138. Apply Balſam of Sugar :

139. Or, apply Butter of Wax, which ſpeedily heals
them.

35. Chopt Hands (to prevent.)

140. Waſh them with Flour of Muſtard:

141. Or, in Bran and Water boiled together.

(To Cure.)

*142. Waſh with ſoft Soap, mixed with red Sand :
Tried.

143. Or, waſh them in Sugar and Water: Tried.

D 2 36. Chapt
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36. Chopt Lips.

144. Apply a little Sal Prunella.

37. A Cold. -

*145. Drink a Pint of cold Water lying down in

Bed: Tried.

146. Or, a Spoonful of Treacle in half a Pint of

Water: Tried. -

147. Or, to one Spoonful of Oatmeal, and one Spoon

ful of Honey, add a Piece of Butter, the bigneſs of

a Nutmeg : pour on gradually near a Pint of

boiling Water: drink this lying down in Bed.

38. A Cold in the Head.

148. Pare very thin the yellow Rind of an Orange.

Roll it up inſide out, and thruſt a Roll into each

Noſtril.

39. The Cholic (in the Fit.)

*140. Drink a Pint of cold Water: Tried.

150. Or, a Quart of warm Water: Tried.

151. Or, of Camomile-Tea :

152. Or, take from thirty to forty Grains of yellow

Peel of Oranges, dried and powdered, in a Glaſs

of Water :

153. Or, take from thirty to forty Drops of Oil of

Aniſeed on a Lump of Sugar:

154. Or, apply outwardly a Bag of hot Oats :

155. Or, ſteep the Legs in hot Water a quarter of an

Hour :

156. Or, take as much Daffy's Elixir as will pre

ſently purge. This relieves the moſt violent

Cholic in an Hour or two.

fºr Daffy's Elixir is made thus—Senna two Ounces,

Jalap one Ounce, Coriander-Seed half an Ounce:

Geneva,
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Geneva, or Proof Spirit, three Pints : let them

digeſt ſeven Days ; ſtrain, and add Loaf Sugar

Jour Ounces. M

40. The Dry Cholic, (to prevent.)

157. Drink Ginger Tea.

41. Cholic in children.

158. Give a Scruple of powdered Aniſeed in their

Meat : Tried.

159. Or, ſmall Doſes of Magneſia.

16o: Or, put one Grain of Emetic Tartar into fix

Table-Spoonfuls of Water; a ſmall Tea-ſpoonful

will puke a Child of a Week old ; a large Tea

ſpoonful is ſufficient for one a Month old ; and

ſo in proportion.—Repeat the Puke every Day,

or every other Day, as the Caſe requires.

This is, perhaps, the beſt Medicine yet diſcovered

for Infants. It ſpeedily cures Inward-Fits, Gripes,

Looſeneſs, Thruſh, and Convulſions in Children.

But if the Child is coſtive, his Bowels muſt be

opened firſt with a little Magneſia, or Manna,

before you give the Puke. - -

42. Bilious Cholic.;

161. Drink warm Lemonade:

162. Or, give a Spoonful of ſweet 0il every Hour.

—This has cured one judged to be at the point
of Death. - -

43. An Habitual Cholic.

163. Wear a thin, ſoft Flannel on the Part.

§ This is generally attended with vomiting a greeniſh or frothy

Matter, with feveriſh Heat, violent Thirſt, a bitter Taſte in the

Mouth, and little and high-coloured Urine.

D 3 44. An
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44. An Hyſleric Cholic.j:

164. Mrs. Watts, by uſing the Cold Bath two and

twenty times in a Month, was entirely cured of

an Hyſteric Cholic, Fits, and convulſive Motions,

continual Sweatings and Vomiting, wandering

Pains in her Limbs and Head, with total loſs of

Appetite.

165. In the Fit drink half a Pint of Water with a

little Wheat-flour in it, and a Spoonful of Vinegar.

166. Or, of warm Lemonade : Tried.

167. Or, take 20, 30, or 4o Drops of Balſam of Peru

on fine Sugar: if need be, take this twice or

thrice a Day :

168. Or, in Extremity, boil three Ounces of Bur

dock-Seed in Water, which give as a Clyfter:

169. Or, twenty Drops of Laudanum, in any proper

Clyfter, which gives inſtant eaſe.

45. A Nervous Cholic.f

17o. Uſe the Cold Bath daily for threeor four weeks:

171. Or, take Quickſilver and Aqua Sulphurata daily

for a Month: (as ART. 45.)

46. Cholic from the Fumes of Lead, or White

- Lead, Verdigreaſe, &c.

172. In the Fit, drink freſh melted Butter, and then

vomit with warm Water :

73. To prevent or cure. Breakfaſt daily on fat

Broth, and uſe Oil of ſweet Almonds frequently

and largely. *

* Is attended with a violent Paia about the Pit of the Stomach,

with great Sinking of the Spirits, and often with greeniſh.

Womitings. - - .

+ This ſome term the dry Belly-Ach. It often continues ſeveral,

Davs, with little Urine, and obſtinate Coſtiveneſs.

A Cholic with purging, ſome term the watry Gripes.

174, Smelters
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174. Smelters of Metals, Plumbers, &c. may be in

a good meaſure preſerved from the poiſonous

Fumes that ſurround them, by breathing through

Cloth or Flannel Mufflerstwice or thrice doubled,

dipt in a Solution of Sea-Salt, or Salt of Tartar,

and then dried. Theſe Mufflers might alſo be of

great uſe in many ſimilar Caſes.

47. Windy Cholic.

175. Parched Peas eaten freely, have had the moſt

happy effect, when all other means have failed.

48. To prevent the ill Effºls of Cold.

176. The moment a Perſon gcts into a Houſe, with

his Hands or Feet quite chilled, let him put them

into a Veſſel of Water, as cold as can be got, and

hold them there till they begin to glow. This

they will do in a Minute or two. This Method

likewiſe effcétually prevents Chilblains.

49. A Conſumption.

177. Cold Bathing has cured many decp Conſump
- tions: Tried.

--

178. One in a deep Conſumption was adviſed to

drink nothing but IWater, and eat nothing but

IPater-gruel, without Salt or Sugar. In three

Months time he was perfectly well.

179. Take no Food but new Butter-milk, churned

in a Bottle, and white Bread.—I have known this

ſucceſsful.

180. Or, uſe as common Drink, Spring-IPater, and

new-Milk, each a Quart; and Sugar-Candy two

Ounces.

181. Or, boil two Handfuls of Sorrel in a Pint of

Whey. Strain it, and drink a Glaſs thrice a

Day: Tried. -

182. Or, turn a Pint of ſkimmed Milk, with half

a Pint of ſmall Bcer. Boil in this Whey about

twenty
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twenty Ivy-Leaves, and two or three Sprigs of

Hyſſop. Drink half over Night, the reſt in the

Morning. Do this, if needful, for two Months

daily. This has cured in a deſperate Caſe:

Tried. -

183. Or, take a Cow-heelfrom the Tripe-houſe ready

dreſt, two Quarts of new-Milk, two Ounces of

Bartſhorn-Shavings, two Ounces of Iſinglaſs, a

quarter of a pound of Sugar-Candy, and a Race

of Ginger. Put all theſe in a Pot; and ſet them

in an Oven after the Bread is drawn. Let it

continue there till the Oven is near cold; and

let the Patient live on this. I have known

this cure a deep Conſumption more than once.

184. Or, every Morning cut up a little Turf of freſh .

Earth, and lying down, breathe into the Hole for

a Quarter of an Hour. I have known a deep

Conſumption cured thus:

185. “Mr. Maſters, of Eveſham, was ſo far gone

in a Conſumption, that he could not ſtand alone.

I adviſed him to loſe ſix Ounces of Blood every

Day for a Fortnight, if he lived ſo long ; and

then every other Day; then every third Day;

then every fifth Day, for the ſame time. In

three Months he was well.” (Dr. Dover.)

Tried, -

186. Or, throw Frankincenſe on burning Coals, and

receive the Smoke daily through a proper Tube

into the Lungs: Tried.

187. Or, take in for a quarter of an Hour, Morn

ing and Evening, the Steam of white Roſin and

Bees-wax, boiling on a hot Fire-ſhovel. This has

cured one who was in the third Stage of a Con

ſumption.

188. Or, the Steam of ſweet Spirit of Vitriol dropt
into warm Water. -

J

189. Or,
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189. Or, take Morning and Evening, a Tea-ſpoonful

of white Roſin powdered and mixt with Honey.

—This cured one in leſs than a Month, who was

very near Death.

190. Or, drink thrice a Day two Spoonfuls of Juice

of Water-creſſes.—This has cured a deep Con

ſumption.

191. In the laſt Stage, Suck an heaghy Woman daily.

Tried by my Father. -

For Diet, uſe Milk and Apples, or IPater-gruel made

with fine Flour. Drink Cyder-whey, Barley-water

ſharpened with Lemon juice, or Apple-water.

So long as the tickling Cough continues, chew well

and ſwallow a mouthful or two, of a Biſcuit or

Cruſt of Bread, twice a Day. If you cannot

ſwallow it, ſpit it out. This will always ſhorten

the Fit, and would often prevent a Conſumption.

—See Extraćt from Dr. Tiſſot, page 33.

50. Convulſions.

192. Uſe the Cold Bath:

193. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Valerian Root

powdered, in a Cup of Water every Evening:

194. Or, half a Drachm of Miſèlto powdered every

ſix Hours, drinking after it a Draught of ſtrong
Infuſion thereof.

51. Convulſions in Children.

195. Scrape Piony Roots freſh digged. Apply

%h. . have ſcraped off to the Soles of the

Feet. It helps immediately. Tried.

52. Convulſions in the Bowels of Children.

196. Give a Child a Quarter old, a Spoonful of

the Juice of Pellitory of the IT’all, two or three

times a Day. It goes through at once, but purges

no more. Uſe the Syrup, ifthe Juice cannot behad.

53. Corns
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53. Corns (to prevent.)

197. Frequently waſh the Feet in cold Pater.

54. Corns (to cure.)

198. Apply freſh every Morning the Yeaſt of ſmall

Beer, ſpread on a Rag:

199. Or, after paring them cloſe, apply bruiſed

Ivy-Leaves daily, and in fiſtecn Days they will

drop out : Tried. -

200. Or, apply Chalk powdered and mixt with

Water. This alſo cures Warts.

201. Some Corns are cured by a Pitch Plaiſter.

202. All are greatly eaſed by ſteeping the Feet

in hot Water wherein Oatmeal is boiled. This

alſo helps dry and hot Feet,

55. Coſtiveneſ.

203. Riſe early every Morning :

204. Or, boil in a Pint and a half of Broth, half a

Handſul of Mallow-Leaves chopt: ſtrain this and

drink it, before you eat anything elſe. Do this

frequently, if needful:

205. Or, breakfaſt twice a Week or oftner, on

Water-gruel with Currants : Tried.

206. Or, take the bigneſs of a large Nutmeg of

Cream of Tartar mixt with Honey, as often as you
need.

207. Or, take daily two Hours before Dinner a

ſmall Tea-cupful of ſtewed Prunes:

208. Or, uſe for common Drink, Water, or Treacle

Beer, impregnated with Fixed Air :

209. Or, live upon Bread, made of Wheat-Flour,
with all the Bran in it.

21o. Or, boil an Ounce and a half of Tamarinds

in three Pints of Water to a Quart. In this . .

ſtrained,
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{trained, when cold, infuſe all Night two Drachms

of Sena, and one Drachm of red Roſ-Leaves.

Drink a Cup every Morning.—See Dr. Tiſot.

56. A Cough.

21 1. Every Cough is a dry Cough at firſt. As long

as it continues ſo, it may be cured by chewin

immediately after you cough, the Quantity of a

Pepper-corn of Peruvian Bark. Swallow your

Spittle as long as it is bitter, and then ſpit out

the Wood. If you cough again, do this again. It

very ſeldom fails to cure any dry Cough.” I car.

neſtly deſire every one who has any regard for

his Health to try this within twenty-four Hours,

after he firſt perceives a Cough.

212. Or, drink a Pint of cold Water, lying down in
Bed : Tried. -

213. Or, make a Hole through a Lemon and fill it

with Honey. Roaſt it, and catch the Juice.

Take a Tea-ſpoonful of this frequently: Tried.

- 57. An Aſthmatic Cough.

214. Take Spaniſh Liquorice two Ounces, Salt of

Tartar half an Ounce: boil the Liquorice in

three Pirits of Water to a Quart. Add the Salt

to it when it is Blood-warm. Drink two Spoon.

fuls of this every two Hours. It ſeldom fails:

Tried.—I have known this cure an inveterate
moiſt Aſthma.

58. A Conſumptive Cough.

215. To ſtop it for a time, at lying down keep a

little ſtick Liquorice ſhaved like Horſe-rad; , be

tween the Cheek and the Gums. I believe

this never fails.

59. A Convulſive Cough.

216. Eat preſerved Walnuts.

60. An
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60. An inveterate Cough. . .

217. Waſh the Head in cold Water every Morning:

218. Or, uſe the cold Bath:—It ſeldom fails:

210. Or, peel and ſlice a large Turnip, ſpread coarſe

&gar between the Slices, and ſet it ſtand in

a Diſh till all the Juice drains down. Take a

Spoonful of this whenever you cough :

220. Or, take a Spoonful of Syrup of Horehound,

Morning and Evening : Tried.

221. Or, take from ſiſteen to thirty Drops of Elixir

of Pitriol, in a Glaſs of Water, thrice a Day.

This is uſeful when the Cough is attended with

Coſlivcn.cſs, and Relaxation of the Stomach and

lungs.

61. A Pleuritic Cough.

222. Powder an Ounce of Sperma-ceti fine. Work

it in a Marble Mortar with the Yolk of a new

laid Egg. Mix them in a Pint of white Winc,

and take a ſmall Glaſs every three Hours.

62. A Tickling Cough.

223. Drink II’ater whitened with Oatmcal four

times a Day :

224. Or, keep a Picce of Barley-Sugar, or Sugar

candy conſtantly in the Mouth.

63. Violent Coughing from a ſharp and ſhin

Rheum.

225. Work into old Conſerve of Roſes, as much as

you can of pure Frankincenſe powdered as fine

as poſſible. Take a Bolus of this twice or thrice

a Day. It caſes preſently, and cures in two or

three Weeks : -

226. Or,
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226. Or, take half a Grain of the inſpiſſated milky

Juice of Sowthiſtle, once or twice a Day. It has

the Amodyne and Antiſpaſmodic Properties of

Opium, without its Narcotic, Effects. Or, it

may be made into Laudanum, in the ſame man

ner as Opium is, and five or ſix Drops taken on

a Lump of Sugar, thrice a Day.

The milky Juice of all the Sowthiſtles, Dande

lions, and Lettuces, have nearly the ſame Virtues.

227. Or, uſe Milk'Diet as much as poſſible.

64. The Cramp (to prevent.)

228. Tie your Garter ſmooth and tight under your
Knee at going to bed : I never knew this fail.

229. Or, take half a Pint of Tar-Mater, Morning
and Evening :

230. Or, be Eleårifted through the Part which uſes

to be affected. This generally prevents it for a

Month : ſometimes for a Twelvemonth.

231. Or, to one Ounce and a half of Spirit; of

Turpentine, add Flour of Brimſtone and Sulphur
vivium, of each half an Ounce ; ſmell to it

at Night, three or four times.

65. The Cramp (to cure.)

232. Chafe the Part with Hungary-Waters

233. Or, hold a Roll of Brimſtone in your Hand.

I have frequently done this with ſucceſs.

66. A Cuí.

234. Keep it cloſed with your Thumb a quarter of

an Hour. Then double a Rag five or fix times;

dip it in cold Water, and bind it on : Tried.

235. Or, bind on toaſted Cheeſe. This will cure a

deep Cut.
-

236. Or, pounded Graft. Shake it off after twelve

Hours, and if need be, apply freſh

E

-

67. Deafneſ,
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67. Deafneſs.

237. Be elečirifted through the Ear : Tried.... . .

238. Or, uſe the cold Bath : - --

239. Or, put a little Salt into the Ear:

240. Or, drop into it a Tea-ſpoonful of ſalt Water.:

241. Or, three or four Drops of Onion-juice, at .

lying down, and ſtop it with a little Wool.

68. Deafneſs from Wax.

242. Syringe the Ear with warm Iſater —Tried.

- 69. Deafneſ, with a Dry Ear. ,

243. Mix Brandy and Sweet Oil: dip black Wool

in this, and put it into the Ear. When it grows.

dry, waſh it well in Brandy; dip it and put it

in again.

º

-

7o. Deafngſ with a Head-ach and Buzzing in

- the Head.

244. Peel a Clove of Garlick : dip it in Honey, and

put it into your Ear at Night with a little black

Wool. Lie with that Ear uppermoſt. Put the

ſame in the other Ear next Night. Do this, if

need be, eight or ten Nights.

71. A ſettled Deafneſs.

245. Take a red Onion, pick out the Core ; fill up

the Place with Gil of roaſted Almonds. Let it

ſtand a Night; then bruiſe and ſtrain it. Drop

three or four Drops into the Ear, Morning and

Evening, and ſtop it with black Wool.

- 72. Delivery.

246. After Delivery in Child-birth the Mother's

- Milk
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Milk is the only proper Purge for the Child.

Let it begin to ſuck ten or twelve Hours after

the birth. - -

73. A Diabetes.”

247. Drink Wine boiled with Ginger, as much and

as often as your Strength will bear. Let your

Drink be Milk and Water. All Milk Meats are

good :

248. Or, drink three or four times a Day a quarter

of a Pint of Alum Poſſet, putting three Drachms

of Alum to four Pints of Milk. It ſeldom fails

to cure in eight or ten Days. (Dr. MEA D.) .

249. Or, infuſe half an Ounce of Cantharides in a

Pint of Elixir of Vitriol. Give from fifteen to

thirty Drops in Briſtol Water, twice or thrice a

Day.

74. The Dropſy.:

250. Uſe the cold Bath daily, after purging:

251. Or, rub the ſwelled Parts with Sallad Oil by

a warm Hand, at leaſt an Hour a Day. This

has done wonders in ſome Caſes.

252. Or, cover the whole Belly with a large new

Sponge dipt in ſtrong Lime-Water, and then

ſqueezed out. This bound on often cures, even

without any ſenſible evacuation of Water.

253. Or, apply green Dock. Leaves to the Joints and

$º of the Feet, changing them once a Day.

+ A Diabetes is a frequent and large diſcharge of pale and

ºf weetiſh Urine, attended with a conſtant Thirſt, and a Waſting

of the whole Body. -

f A Dropſ is a preternatural Colle&tion of Water in the

Head, Breaſt, Belly, or all over the Body. It is attended with

a continual Thirſt. The Part ſwelled pits, if you preſs it with

your Fingers. The Urine is pale and little.

E 2 254. Or,
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254. Or, mix half an Ounce of Amber with a Quart

of Wine Vinegar. Heat a Brick (only not redſhot),

and put it into a Tub. Pour them upon it, and

hold the Parts ſwelled over the Smoke, covering

the Tub cloſe, to keep in the Smoke. The Water

will come out incredibly, and the Patient be

cured: Tried.

255. Or, eat a Cruft of Bread every Morning faſt

ing: Tried.

256. Or, take as much as lies on a Six-pence of

powdered Laurel-Leaves, every ſecond or third

Day. It works both ways: Tried.

257. Or, mix a Pound of the coarſeſt Sugar with a

Pint of Juice of Pellitory of the wall, bruiſed in a

Marble Mortar. Boil it as long as any Scum

riſes. When cool, bottle and cork it. If very

bad, take three Spoonfuls at Night, and two in

the Morning. It ſeldom fails: Tried.

258. Or, make Tea of Roots of Dwarf Elder. It

works by Urine. Every twelve or fourteen

‘Minutes, (that is, after every Diſcharge) drink

a Tea-cup full.—I have known a Dropſy cured

by this in twelve Hours time.

259. One was cured, by taking a Drachm of Nitre

every Morning in a little Ale. -

26o. Tar-Water drank twice a Day has cured many :

ſo has an Infuſion of Żuniper Berries roaſted, and

made into a Liquor like Coffee :

261. Or, three Spoonfuls of the Juice of Leeks, or

Jºlder-Leaves : Tried.

262. Or, half a Pint of Deco&tion of Butchers

Broom (intermixing Purges twice or thrice a

Week.) The proper Purge is ten Grains of

jalap, with fix of powdered Ginger. ... It may be
increaſed or leſſened according to the Strength of

the Patient: --

263, or,
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263. Or, of the Decoétion of the Tops of Oak

boughs. This cured an inveterate Dropſy in

‘fifteen Days:

264. Or, take Sena, Cream of Tartar and 7alap,
half an Ounce of each. Mix them and take a

Drachm every Morning in Broth. It uſually

cures in twenty Days. This is nearly the ſame

with Dr. Ward's Powder. I ſuppoſe he took it

from hence. He ſays it ſeldom fails, either in

the watry or windy Dropſy.

265. Or, ſteep half an Ounce of 7alap in a Quartern

of Geneva for twelve Hours. Draw it off. Di

vide it into three Parts, and take it every other

Morning. Then put a large Spoonful of Syrup

of Marſhmallows into half a Pint of ſtale Beer,

and when it has boiled a little, cool it, and drink

it at lying down in Bed. Do this three times.

This has cured many.

266. Or, be Eleårifted ; this cures Dropſies ſup

poſed incurable.

267. Gº How amazingly little is yet known, even of

the human Body l Have not dropſical Perſons been

continually adviſed to abſtain from Drink as much

as poſſible 2 But how can we reconcile this with the

following undeniable Faàs, publiſhed in the late
Medical Tranſactions P

ane Roberts, aged. Twenty, was at length con

ſtrained to take her, Bed by a confirmed Aſcites

and Anaſarca. In this deſperate Cafe, ſhe drank

as much as ſhe would, firſt of ſmall Beer, and

when that failed, of thin Milk. After a while

her Skin cracked in many Places: and ſhe con

tinued drinking and leaking till ſhe was quite
well.

A middle-aged Man in the Weſt of England, drank

every Day five or fix Quarts of Cyder; and with

out any other Medicine, was totally cured in a

few Weeks time of a Dropſy long ſuppoſed to

be incurable.

- E 3 A Farmer
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A Farmer aged Seventy, in a confirmed Aſcites, was

given over for Dead. Being deſperate, he drank

three Quarts of cold Water, every four andwº -

Hours. His whole Food mean time was Sea

Biſcuit, ſometimes with a little Butter. For

ſixteen Days he ſeemed worſe. Then he diſ

charged for near a Week a vaſt quantity of

Water, and was ſoon free from his Diſeaſe, .

which never returned.

75. Drowned.

268. Rub the Trunk of the Body all over with

Salt. It frequently recovers them that ſeem

dead.-See Extraćt from Dr. Tiffot, page 150.

76. The Ear-Ach.

269. Rub the Ear hard for a quarter of an Hour.
Tried.

270. Or, be Electrified:

271. Or, put in a roaſted Fig, or 0nion, as hot as

may be: Tried. *~

272. Or, blow the Smoke of Tobacco ſtrongly into it.

273. But if the Ear-Ach is cauſed by an Inflam

mation of the Uvula, it is cured in two or three

Hours, by receiving into the Mouth the Steam

of bruiſed Hemp-Seed, boiled in Water.

77. Ear-Ach from Cold.

274, Boil Rue, or Roſemary, or Garlick, and let the

Steam go into the Ear through a Funnel.

78. Ear-Ach from Heat.

275. Apply Cloths four times doubled and dipt in

cold Water, changing them when warm, for
half an Hour. -

79. Ear
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79. Ear-Ach from Worms,

276. Drop in warm Milk, and it brings them out :

277. Or, Juice of Wormwood, which kills them.

8o. Noiſe in the Ears.

278. Drop in Juice of Onions.

81. Hard Wax in the Ear.

279. Is beſt diſſolved by warm Water.

- 82. Eyes bleared.

280. Drop into them the Juice of Crab-Apples.

* - 83. A Blood-ſhot Eye.

281. Apply linen Rags dipt in cold Water for two
or three Hours:

282. Or, blow in white Sugar Candy, finely

powdered :

283. Or, apply boiled Hyſſop as a Poultice. This

has a wonderful Efficacy.

84. A Bruiſe in the Eye.

284. Apply as a Plaiſter, Conſerve of Roſes.

85. Clouds flying before the Eye.

285. Take a Drachm of powdered Betony every

Morning:

286. Or, be Eleårifted.

86. Blindneſs.

287. Is often cured by cold Bathing : -

- 288. Or,
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288. Or, by Elcárifying : Tried. This has cured

even a ‘Gutta Serena of twenty-four Years

ſtanding.

87. Dull Sight.

289 Drop in two or three Drops of Juice of rotten

Apples often.

88. Films.

ago. Dry Zibethum Occidentale, i. e. Stercus huma

...in ſlowly; powder it fine, and blow it into the

Eye twice or thrice a Day :

291. Or, mix Juice of Ground-Ivy, with a little

Honey, and two or three Grains of Bay-Salt.—

Drop it in, Morning and Evening.

292. Or, touch them cautiouſly every Day with

the Lunar Cauſtic. -

89. Hot or ſharp Humours.

293. Apply a few Drops of double-refined Sugar,melted in Brandy :—Tried. - wº

2.94. Or, boil a Handful of Bramble-Leaves with a

little Alum in a Quart of Spring-Water, to a

Pint. Drop this frequently into the Eye. This

likewiſe ſpeedily cures Cankers or any Sores.

295. Or, lay a thin Slice of raw Beef on the Nape

of the Neck: Tried. -

go. Eyes or Eye-Lids inflamed.

296. Apply as a Poultice, boiled, roafted, Or rotte??:

Apples warm. - :

297. Or, Wormwood-Tºps with the Yolk of an Egg:
–This will hardly fail.

298. Or, beat up the White of an Egg with two.
Spoonfuls of white Roſe-Water into a§.#.

Apply
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Apply this on a fine Rag, changing it ſo that it

may not grow dry, till the Eye or Eye-Lid is

well: Tried.

299. Or, diſſolve an Ounce of fine Gum Arabic

in two or three Spoonfuls of Spring-Water; put

a Drop into the inner Corner of the Eye, from

the Point of a Hair-Pencil, four or five times a

Day. At the ſame time take as much Salt-Petre

as will lie upon a Six-pence, diſſolved in a Glaſs

of Water, three or four times a Day; abſtaining

from all ſtrong Liquids as much as poſſible, till

cured.—White Bread Poultices, applied to the

Eyes in an inflamed ſtate, frequently occaſion

total Blindneſs. -

After the Inflammation is ſubfided, if Weakneſs

ſtill remains, dip a Finger in the White Cop

peras Eye-Water, and rub round the Eye, three

or four times a Day.—N. B. All acrid Eye

Waters and Powders, put into the Eyes when

they are inflamed, horribly increaſe both the

Pain and Inflammation.

91. A Lachrymal Fiſtula.”

3oo. Apply a Poultice of fine Leaves of Rue:

3ol. Or, waſh the Eye Morning and Evening

with a Decočtion of Quince-Leaves.

92. Pearl in the Eye.

302. Apply a Drop of Juice of Celandine with a

Feather thrice a Day:

303. Or, of three-leaved Craft. It commonly

cures in ſeven Days :

3o4. Or, diſſolve a little Sal Ammoniac in Roſe

IWater. Keep this three Days in a copper Veſſel.

Drop it twice a Day into the Eye.

* This Diſorder in the inner Corner of the Eye, cauſes the

Tears to flow involuntarily. When it is confirmed, only 3.

Surgeon can cure it.

305. Or,
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305. Or, reduce ſeparately, to the fineſt Pöwder

poſſible, an equal Weight of Loaf-Sugar, Cream

of Tartar, and Bole Armoniac; mix them toge

ther, and put a little into the Eye, (without

blowing it in,) three or four times a Day.

|

|

93. Sore Eyes.

306. Drink Eyebright Tea, and waſh the Eyes

with it.

94. White Specks in the Eye.

*307. Going to Bed, put a little Ear-wax on the

Speck. This has cured many. -

95. An excellent Eye-Water.

308. Put half an Ounce of Lapiș Calaminaris

powdered, into half a Pint of French white Wine,

and as much white Roſe-water: drop a Drop or

two into the Corner of the Eye. It cures

Soreneſs, Weakneſs, and moſt Diſeaſes of the

Eye. I have known it cure total Blindneſs.

96. Another.

309. Boil very lightly one Spoonful of white. Cop

peras ſcraped, and three Spoonfuls of white Salt

in three Pints of Spring-Water. When cold,

bottle it in large Vials without ſtraining. Take

up the Vial ſoftly, and put a Drop or two in the

Eye Morning and Evening. - -

(ºr It anſwers the Intention of almoſt all the preceding

Medicines : it takes away Redneſs, or any Soreneſs

whatever : it cures Pearls, Rheums, and often

Blindneſs itſelf. - -

97. Another.

310. Stamp and ſtrain Ground-Ivy, Celandine, and

Daiſies an equal Quantity: add a little Roſe

- zwater
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water and Loaf-Sugar. Drop a Drop or two at a

time in the Eye, and it takes away all manner of

'Inflammation, Smarting, Itching, Spots, Webs,

or any other Diſorder whatſoever, yea, though

the Sight were almoſt gone.

98. An EYE-WATER, which was uſed by

Sir Stephen Fox, when he was 60 Years

of Age, and could hardly ſee with the

help of Spcăacles ; but hereby in ſome time

he recovered his Sight, and could read the

ſmalleſt Print without Spetiacles, till above

Eighty, -

31 1. Take fix Ounces of reëtified Spirits of IP-ne,

diſſolve in it one Drachm of Camphire : then add

two ſmall Handfuls of dried Elder Flowers. In

24 Hours after it is infuſed, it is ready for Uſe.

Take out a little in a Tea-ſpoon; dip your Finger

in it, and bathe your Forehead, over your Eyes,

and each Temple with it, ſeveral times, Mörn

ing and Night, and twice more in the Day con

itantly. Mean time dip a ſoft Rag in dead ſmall

Beer, new milk warm, and dab each Eye a dozen

times gently, Morning and Evening.

If it is a watry Humour, you may with your

Finger wet the Eye-Lids two or three times

apiece: but be ſure to ſhut your Eyes, or it

makes them ſmart and burn exceſſively. If

you have the Tooth-Ach or ſwelled Face, rub it

well in on the Part, and it will take away the

Pain. It will cure any Bruiſe alſo, if uſed im

mediately : Tried.

It will cure any Inflammation in the Eyes.

99. Weak Eyes.

312. Waſh the Head daily with cold Water : Tried.

100. Fainting
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1oo. Fainting on letting Blood.

313. Is prevented by taking before it ſome good
Broth :

314. Or, by lying on the Bed, during the

Operation.

101. The falling Sickneſs.t

315. Be Eleårifted : Tried. - -

316. Or, uſe the cold Bath for a Month daily:

317. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Piony Root dried

and grated fine, Morning and Evening for three

Months :

3.18. Or, half a Spoonful of Valerian-Root pow

dered.—It often cures in twice taking :

3.19. Or, half a Pint of Tar-Water, Morning and

Evening, for three Months :

320. Or, a Glaſs of Juice of Pellitory of the Wall,

every Morning : Tried.

321. Or, take five or ſix Drops of Laudanum

faſting, for ſix or ſeven Mornings.-This has

cured many : -

322. Or, uſe an entire Milk Diet for three Months:

it ſeldom fails.

323. In the Fit, blow up the Noſe a little pow

dered Ginger ?

324. Or, Leaves of Affarabacca powdered.

(ºr This is the famous Major's Snuff.

*325. One who is ſubjećt to the Falling Sickneſs,

may prevent a Fit if he feels it coming, by this

ſimple Experiment. Let him always carry with

him a Piece of Metal as broad as he is able to

In the Falling Sickneſs, the Patient falls to the Ground,
either quite ſtiff, or convulſed all over, utterly ſenſeleſs, gnaſhing

his Tecth, and foaming at the Mouth. -

hold
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–

hold between his Teeth, when his Jaws are

{tretched to the utmoſt. When he feels the Fit

approaching, let him immediately put this be

tween his Teeth, ſo as to keep his Jaws at their

utmoſt ſtretch. In about a Minute this will

bring him quite to himſelf, and prevent the Fit

for that time.

If one put this Metal between the Teeth of one

that is in the Fit, and force them open, till his

Jaws are at the utmoſt ſtretch, the Fit will im

mediately go off, and the Patient very ſoon

ICCOVCre

102. The Falling of the Fundament.

826. Apply a Cloth covered thick with Brick-duſ :

327. Or, boil a Handful of red Roſe Leaves in a

quarter of a Pint of red Wine: dip a Cloth in it,

and apply it as hot as can be borne. Do this

till all is uſed.

103. A Falling down of the Womb.

328. May be cured in the manner laſt mentioned :

329. Or, wear a Peſſory of Cork, and take twice

a Day a Tea-cup full of the Decočtion of the

Bark, with ten Drops of Elixir of Vitriol.

104. Extreme Fat.

330. Uſe a total vegetable Diet. I know one who

was entirely cured of this, by living a Year thus:

ſhe breakfaſted and ſupped on Milk and Water

(with Bread) and dined on Turnips, Carrots, or

other Roots, drinking Water.

105. A Fever.

(in the beginning of any Fever, if the Stomach is

uneaſy, vomit; if the Bowels, purge: if the Pulſe

be hard, full or ſtrong, bleed.)
F

331. Drink

-
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33. Drink a Pint and a half of cold Water ivi
down in Bed : I never knew it do ... ying

39;... a large Glaſs of Tar-Water warm, every

333. Or, thin Water-Gruel ſweetened with Honey,

with one or two Drachms of Nitre in each Quart.

334. £3 The beſt of all Julaps in a Fever is this:

Toaſt a large thin ſlice of Bread, without buin

ing ; put it hot into a Pint of cold Water; then

ſet it on the Fire till it is pretty hot. In a dry

Heat it may be given cold ; in a moiſt Heat, warm ;

the more largely the better: Tried. * >

335. Or, for a Change, uſe Pippin or Hood Sorrel

Tea: Or, Pippin-Poſſet Drink; Or, Wood-Sorrel

Poffet Drink.

336. (To prevent catching any infectious Fever, do
not breathe near the Face of the ſick Perſon

neither ſwallow your Spittle while in the Room.

Infe&tion ſeizes the Stomach firſt.)

337. Or, ſtamp a Handful of Leaves of Woodbind;
put fair Water to it, and uſe it cold as a Clyſter.

it often cures in an Hour.

338. Or, ſmear the Wriſts, five or ſix Inches long
with warm Treacle, and cover it with brown

Paper—See Dr. Tiffot.

339. Or, apply Treacle Plaiſters to the Head and

the Soles of the Feet, changing them every twelve

Hours:

340. Or, uſe Dočtor Boerhaave’s Fever-Powder

viz. Eight Ounces of Nitre, a quarter of an

Ounce of Camphire, half a quarter of an Ounce

of Saffron, and eight Grains of Cochineal. Theſe

are to be powdered, mixt together, and kept dry

in a Bottle. Ten Grains taken on going to Bed

abates feveriſh Heat, and procures Reſt. Ten

Grains are to be taken every three or four Hours

for a continued Fever,

106. A
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106. A high Fever.

341. Attended with a Delirium and a Vigilia, has

been cured by plunging into cold Water; which

is a ſafe and ſure Remedy in the beginning of

any Fever. -

342. Such a Delirium is often cured by applying

to the top of the Head, a Treacle Plaiſter: H.

107. An intermitting Fever.

343. Drink warm Lemonade in the beginning of

every Fit: it cures in a few Days: Tried.

344. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Oil of Sulphur in a

Cup of Balm-Tea, once or twice a Day.

108. A Fever with Pains in the Limbs.

345. Take twenty Drops of Spirits of Hartſhorn in

a Cup of Water twice or thrice in twenty-four
Hours:

346. Or, drink largely of Cinquefoil Tea.

1og. A Raſh Fever.

847. Drink every Hour a Spoonful of Juice of

Ground-Ivy. It often cures in twenty-four

Hours.-Uſe the Decočtion when you have not

the Juice. - -

11o. A Slow Fever.

348. Uſe the cold Bath for two or three Weeks,

daily.

1 11. A Worm Fever.

349. Boil a Handful of Rue and Wormwood in

Water; foment the Belly with the Decočtion,

and apply the boiled Herbs as a Poultice; re

F 2 pcat
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peat the Application Night and Morning. ... This

frequently brings away Worms from Children,

who will take no internal Medicine ; and is

likewiſe ſerviceable, if the Fever be of the patrid
Kind,

112. A Fiſtula.

350. Waſh Muſcle-ſhells clean : burn them to

Powder: fift them fine: mix them with Hogs

Lard; ſpread it on clean Waſh-Leather, and

apply it. This cured one that was thought to be

at the point of Death. N. B. This cures the

Piles.

351. Or, grind an Ounce of Mercury Sublimate, in

a Glaſs Mortar, with a Glaſs Peſtle, as fine as

poſſible. Putº a Glaſs Bottle, and pour on

it two Quarts of pure Spring-Water. Cork it

cloſe, and for ſix Days ſhake it well every Hour.

Then let it ſettle for twenty-four Hours. Pour

it off clear; filter it in a Glaſs Funnel; and keep

it for Uſe cloſe ſlopt. Put half a Spoonful of

this Water in a Phial, and add two Spoonfuls of

pure Spring-Water: ſhake them well together,

and drink it faſting. It works both by Vomit

and by Stool, but very ſafely. Keep yourſelf

very warm, and walk as much as you can. The

firſt time neither eat nor drink till two Hours

after it has done working. Take this every other

Day. In forty Days this will alſo cure any

Cancer, any old Sore, or King's Evil, broken or

unbroken.—After the firſt or ſecond Vomit, you

may uſe Water-Gruel, as in other Vomits.

#3: Very weak Perſons ſhould not uſe this. But I

have known it uſed ſafely and ſucceſſfully.

352. Or, have a Veſſel ſo contrived, that you may

fit with the Part in cold Water, a quarter of an

Hour every Morning. I have known a Gentle

man of Sevcnty cured hereby.

353. Or,
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353. Or, put a large Stone of unſlacked Lime into

four Quarts ofWater, let it ſtand one Night; take

four Ounces of Roach-Alum, and four Ounces of

white Copperas, calcine them to dryneſs, then

powder them as fine as poſſible: take three Pints

of the above Water, and put the Powder into it,

and boil it for half an Hour, then let it cool, and

bottle it for uſe. Let the Fiſtula be ſyringed

with this often, a little warm ; and make a Tent

to fit the Place and dip it in the Water, and apply

it twice a Day. Cover it over with a Plaiſter of

Diaculum.

This Water will deſtroy the callofity of the edges

of the Fiſtula, which otherwiſe would prevent

its healing, and if managed as above, will heal it

up at the ſame time.

113. To deſiroy Fleas and Bugs.

354. Cover the Floor of the Room with Leaves of

Alder, gathered while the Dew hangs upon

them: adhering to theſe, they are killed thereby.

55. Or, powder Staveſacre, and ſprinkle it on the3 Body, ôr on the Bed,” P

114. Flegm.

356. To prevent or cure, take a Spoonful of warn

Water, the firſt thing in the Morning.

115. Flooding (in Iying-in.)

357, Cover the Body with Cloths dipt in Vinegar

and Water, changing them as they grow warm.

Drink cooling, acid Liquors.

This is a Complaint which is never to be thought

little of. Sometimes a violent Flooding comes on

before Delivery; and the only way to ſave both

the Mother and Child, is to deliver the Womań.

immediately; which being done, the Flooding
- - F 3 - will
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will gencrally ceaſe. Sometimes a ſlight Flood

ing comes on ſome Weeks before Labour;

and here, if the Patient be kept cool, her Diet

light, and ſmall Doſes of Nitre often repeated,

(an Ounce divided into thirty Parts, and one

given every four Hours,) ſhe will frequently go

her full time and do well : but if it ſhould be

come cxceſſive, Delivery ſhould be effetted as

ſoon as may be.

If a Flooding ſhould come on after Delivery, the

Paticnt ſhould be laid with her head low, kept

cool, and be in all reſpects treated, as for an ex

ceſſive flux of the Menſes. Linen Cloths, which

have been wrung out of Vinegar and Water,

ſhould be applied to the Belly, the Loins, and

the Thighs. Theſe muſt be changed as they

grow dry; and may be diſcontinued as ſoon as

the Flooding abates. Sometimes the following

Mixture will do great Things, viz. Pennyroyal.

HVater, ſimple Cinnamon-Water, and Syrup of Pop

pies, of each two Ounces ; acid Elixir of Vitriol

one Drachm. Mix, and take two Table-ſpoonfuls

every Hour. But large Doſes of Nitre given

often (a Scruple every Hour,) is generally the

moſt efficacious. But when all other Things

feem to have no Effett, cold Water daſhed upon

the Patient’s Belly, will ſtop the Flooding im

mediately.

116. A Flux.

358. Receive the Smoke of Turpentine caſt on

burning Coals. This cures alſo the Bloody-Flux,

and the Falling of the Fundament.

359. Or, put a large brown Toaſt into three Quarts

of Water, with a Drachm of Cochineal powdered,

and a Drachm of Salt of Wormwood. Drink it

all in as ſhort a time as you conveniently can.

(ºr This rarely fails to cure all Fluxes, Cholera

Morbus, yea and Inflammations of the Bowels :

Tried.

360, Or,
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360. Or, take a Spoonful of Plantane-Seed bruiſed,

Morning and Evening, till it ſtops:

361. Or, ten Grains of Ipecacuanha, three Morn

ings ſucceſſively. It is likewiſe excellent as a

Sudorific.

362. Or, boil four Ounces of raſped Logwood, or

freſh Logwood Chips, in three Čič of Water

to two : ſtrain it, and drink a quarter of a Pint,

ſweetened with Loaf-Sugar, warm, twice a Day,

It both binds and heals : Or, take a ſmall Tea

cupful of it every Hour:

363. Or, boil the Fat of a Breaft of Mutton in

a Quart of Water for an Hour. Drink the

Broth as ſoon as you can conveniently. This

will cure the moſt inveterate Flux: Tried.

See Extraćt from Dr. Tiffot, page 124. -

117. A Bloody-Flux.

364. Apply a Suppoſitory of Linen dipt in Aqua

Vitae.

65. Or, drink cold Water, as largely as poſſible.

*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*

366. Or, take a large Apple, and at the Top pick out

all the Core, and fill up the Place with a Piece

of Honey-Comb; (the Honey being ſtrained out,)

roaſt the Apple in Embers, and eat it, and this

will ſtop the Flux immediately:

367. Or, grated Rhubarb, as much as lies on a Ship

ling, with half as much of grated Nutmeg, in a

Glaſs of white, Wine, at lying down, every other

Night: Tried. -

368. Qr, take four Props of Laudanum, and apply

to the Belly a Poultice of Wormwood and re?

Roſes boiled in Miš,

369. In
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369. In a Dyſentery, the worſt of all Fluxes, feed

on Rice, Saloup, Sago, and ſometimes Beef-Tea ;

but no Fleſh. -

370. To ſtop it, take a Spoonful of Suet melted

over a ſlow Fire. Do not let Blood.

71. G3 A Perſon was cured in one Day, by feed

ing on Rice-Milk, and ſitting a quarter of an Hour

in a ſhallow Tub, having in it warm Water three

Inches deep. See Extraët from Dr. Tiſſot,

page 125. -

118. To prevent(or ſtop a beginning) Gangrene.

72. Foment continually with Vinegar, in which

Droſs of Iron (either Sparks or Clinkers) has been

boiled.

119. The Goul in the Stomach.

373. “ Diſſolve two Drachms of Venice-Treacle in a

Glaſs of Mountain. After drinking it, go to

Bed. You will be caſier in two Hours, and well

in ſixteen.” (Dr. Dover.)

*374. Or, boil a Pugil 3 of Tanſey in a quarter of a

Pint of Mountain. Drink it in Bed. I believe

this never fails.

*375. To prevent its return, diſſolve half an Ounce

of Gum Guaiacum, in two Ounces of Sal Volatile.

Take a Tea-ſpoonful of this every Morning in a

Glaſs of Spring-Water.

£r This helps any ſharp Pain in the Stomach.

Dr. Boerhaave.

N. B. I knew a Gentleman who was cured many

times by a large draught of cold Water.

120. The Gout in the Foot or Hand.

376. Apply a raw lean Beefſteak. Change it once

in twelve Hours, till cured. Tried.

§ A Pugil is as much as you can take up between your

Thumb and two Forc-Fingers,

121, The
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121. The Gout in any Limb."

*377. Rub the Part with warm Treacle, and then

bind on a Flannel ſmeared therewith. Repeat

this, if need be, once in twelve Hours.

£3. This has cured an inveterate Gout in thirty-ſix

Hours. *

378. Or, drink a Pint of ſtrong Infuſion of Elder

Buds, dry or green, Morning and Evening. This

has cured inveterate Gouts.

379. Or, at fix in the Evening, undreſs, and wrap

yourſelf up in Blankets. Then put your Legs

up to the Knees in Water, as hot as you can

bear it. As it cools, let hot Water be poured in,

ſo as to keep you in a ſtrong Sweat till Ten.

Then go into a Bed well warmed and ſweat till

Morning.——I have known this cure an inve

terate Gout, in a Perſon above Sixty, who lived

eleven Years after. The very Matter of the

Gout, is frequently deſtroyed by a ſteady uſe of

Mynſicht's Elixir of Vitriol.

122. The Gravel.

380. Eat largely of Spinach:

381. Or, drink largely of warm Water ſweetened

with Honey :

382. Or, of Pellitory of the Wall Tea, ſo ſweetened :

383. Or, infuſe an Ounce of wild Parſley-Seeds in

a Pint of white Wine for twelve Days. Drink a

Glaſs of it faſting, three Months. To prevent

its return, breakfaſt for three Months on Agri

mony Tea. It entirely cured me twenty Years

ago, nor have I had the leaſt ſymptom of it ſince.

+ Reghrd not them who ſay, The Gout ought not to be cured.

They mean, It cannot. I know it cannot by their regular Pre

ſcriptions. But I have known it cured in many Caſes, without

any ill Effečts following. I have cured myſelf ſeveral times.

123. The
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123. The Green-Sickneſs. -

384. Take an Ounce of Quickſilver every Mornings'

385. Or, a Cup of Decoétion of Bºgnum Guaiacum,

(commonly called Lignum Vitae,) Morning and

Evening.

386. Or, grind together into a fine Powder three

Ounces of the fineſt Steel-Filings, and two Ounces

of red Sugar-Candy. Take from a Scruple to

half a Drachm cvery Morning. I. See Dr.

Tiffot.

124. To Kill Animalcula that cauſe the Gums

to waſte away from the Teeth.

387, Gargle thrice a Day with Salt and Water.

125. To make the Hair grow.

388. Waſh it every Night with a ſtrong Decočtion

of Roſemary. Dry it with Flannel: Tried.

126. The Head-Ach.

389. Rub the Head for a quarter of an Hour:

Tried.

390. Or, be Eleårifted : Tried.

391. Or, apply to each Temple the thin yellow

Rind of: Lemon, newly pared off:

392. Or, pour upon the Palm of the Hand a little

Brandy and ſome Zeſt” of Lemon, and hold it to

the Forehead : Or, a little Ether : -

393. Or, if you have catched Cold, boil a Handful

of Roſemary in a quart of Water. Put this in a

Mug, and hold your Head (covered with a

Napkin) over the Steam, as hot as you can bear.

Repeat this till the Pain ceaſes: Tried.

394. Or, ſnuff up the Noſe camphorated Spirits of
Lavender : - -

395. Or, a little Juice of Horſe-Radiſh.

* Zºft is the juice of the Peel ſqueezed out.

127. A
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127. A Chronical Head-Ach.

396. Keep your Feet in warm Water, a quarter of

an Hour before you go to Bed, for two or three

Weeks: Tried. -

397. Or, wear tenderHemlock-Leaves under the Feet,

changing them daily :

398. Or, order a Tea-Kettle of cold IWater to be

Foured on your Head, every Morning in a ſlender

Stream :

399. Or, take a large Tea-cupful of Carduus Tea,

without Sugar, faſting, for fix or ſeven Morn

ings: Tried.

128. Head-ach from Heat.

4oo. Apply to the Forehead Cloths dipt in cold

IFater for an Hour : Tried.

129. A Nervous Head-Ach.

401. Dry and powder an Ounce of Marjarom and

half an Ounce of Affarabacca; mix them and
take them as Snuff, keeping the Ears and Throat

warm. This is of great uſe even in a Cancer :

but it will ſuffice to take a ſmall Pinch every

other Night, lying down in Bed. -

130. A violent Head-Ach.

402. Take of white Wine Vinegar and Water, each

three Spoonfuls; with half a Spoonful of Hun

gary-Water. Apply, this twice a Day to the

Éye-Lids and Temples.

131. A Hemicrania.'

403. Uſe cold Bathing :

§ This is a Head-4th which affe&s but one ſide of the Head.

404. Or,
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404. Or, apply to that Part of the Head ſhaved, a

Plaiſter, that will ſtick, with a Hole cut in the

middle of it as big as a Half-penny: , place over

that Hole Leaves of Ranunculus, bruiſed and

very moiſt. It is a gentle Bliſter.

132. Stoppage in the Head.

405. Snuff up Juice of Primroſe, keeping the Head
Warm.

133. The Heart-B ºrning.”

406. Drink a Pint of cold Water : Tried.

407. Or, drink ſlowly Decočtion of Camomile

Flowers :

408. Or, eat four or five Oyſters :

409. Or, chew five or ſix Pºpper-Corns a little;
then ſwallow them :

10. Or, chew Fennel or Parſley, and ſwallow your

Spittle.—Sometimes a Vomit is needful.

411. Or, a Piece of Spaniſh-Liquorice.

134. The Hiccup, (to prevent.)

412. Infuſe a Scruple of Muſk in a Quart of

Mountain-Wine, and take a ſmall Glaſs every

Morning.

To Cure. *

413. Swallow a mouthful of Water, ſtopping the

Mouth and Ears : Tried. -

414. Or, take any thing that makes you ſneeze :

415. Or, two or three preſerved Damſons:

416. Or, three Drops of Oil of Cinnamon, on a

Lump of Sugar : Tried. -

+ A ſharp gnawing Pain in the Orifice of the Stomach.

417. Or,
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417. Or, ten Drops of Chymical Oil of Amher dropt

on Sugar, and then mixed with a little Water.

135. Hoarſen'ſs.

*418. Rub the Soles of the Feet before the Fire,

with Garlick and Lard well beaten together, over

Night. The Hoarſeneſs will be gone the next

Morning: Tried.

419. Or, take a Pint of cold Water lying down:

420. Or, ſwallow ſlowly the Juice of Radiſhes :

421. Or, half a Pint of Muſtard-Whey, lying down:

422. Or, a Tea-ſpoonful of Conſerve of Roſes, everNight'. Triºd. oſes, every

423. Or, dry Nettle-Roots in an Oven. Then

powder them finely, and mix with an equal

quantity of Treacle. Take a Tea-ſpoonful of

this twice a Day :

424. Or, boil a large Handful of Wheat-Bran in a

Quart of Water ; , ſtrain, and ſweeten it with

Honey. Sup of it frequently.

136. Hypochondriac and Hyſleric Diſorders.

425. Uſe cold Bathing :

426. Or, take an Ounce of Quickſilver every Morn

ing, and fifteen Drops of Elixir of Vitriol in the
Afternoon.

137. The Jaundice.

27. wear Leaves of Celendine upon and under
the Feet:

428. Or, take a ſmall Pill of Caſtile:Soap cvery

Morning, for eight or ten Days: Tried.

429. Or, beat the White of an Egg thin : take it

Kiorning and Evening in a Glaſs of Water: I.

430. Or, half a Pint of ſtrong Decočtion of Nettles :

Or, of Burdock-Leaves.
G 431. Or,
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431. Or, boil three Ounces of Burdock-Root, in

two Quarts of Water to three Pints. Drink a

Tea-cupful of this every Morning.

138. Jaundice in Children. -

432. Take half an Ounce of fine Rhubarb, pow

dered. Mix with it thoroughly, by long beating,

two Handfuls of good well-cleanſed Currants.

Of this give a Tea-ſpoonful every Morning.

139. The Iliac Paſſion.*

433. Apply warm Flannels ſoaked in Spirits of

Wine :Wine :

434. Or, hold a live Puppy conſtantly on the Bel

ly. (Dr. Sydenham.)

435. Or, immerge up to the Breaſt in a warm Bath:

436. Or, take, Ounce by Ounce, a Pound, or a

Pound and a half of Quickſilver.—(See Dr.

Tiffot, page 120.)

Inflammations in, general are more certainly abated

by ſmart Purging than by Bleeding.

140. An Impoſthume.

437. Put the White of two Leeks in a wet Cloth,

and ſo roaſt them in Aſhes, but not too much.

Stamp them in a Mortar with a little Hogs-greaſe.

Spread it thick, plaiſter-wiſe, and apply,changing

it every Hour, till all the Matter be come out,

which will be in three Times. I.

141. The Itch.j.

438. Waſh the Parts affected, with ſtrong Rum :
Tried.

*In this violent kind of Cholic the excrements are ſuppoſed to

be thrown up by the mouth in vomiting. -

# This Diſtemper is nothing but a kind of very ſmall Lice,

which burrow under the ſkin. Therefore inward Medicines are

abſolutely needleſs.--Is it poſſible any Phyſician ſhould be

ignorant of this?

439. Or,
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439. Or, anoint them with black Soap.

*44o. Or, ſteep a Shirt half an Hour in a Quart of

Water, mixed with half an Ounce of powdered

Brimſtone. Dry it ſlowly, and wear it five or

ſix Days. Sometimes it needs repeating : Tried.

441. Or, mix powder of white Helleborc with Cream

for three Days. Anoint the Joints three Morn

ings and Evenings.--It ſeldom fails.

442. Or, beat together the Juice of two or three

Lemons, with the ſame quantity of Oil of Roſes.

Anoint the Parts affected. It cures in two or

three times uſing.

142. The King's Evil.”

443, Take as much Cream of Tartar as lies on a

Sixpence, every Morning and Evening:

444. Or, drink for ſix Weeks half a Pint of a

ſtrong Decočtion of Devil's Bit : Tried.

*445. Or, uſe the Diet-Drink, as in the Article

Scorbutic Sores. I have known this cure one

whoſe Breaſt was as full of Holes as an Honey
comb.

446. Or, ſet a Quart of Ioney by the Fire to melt,

When it is cold, ſtrew into it a Pound and a half

of Quick-Lime beat very fine, and fifted through

a Hair-Sieve. Stir this about, till it boil up of

itſelf into a hard Lump. Beat it when cold,

very fine, and fift it as before. Take of this as

much as lies on a Shilling in a Glaſs of Water,

every Morning faſting an Hour before Break

faſt, at Four in the Afternoon, and at going to

Bed :

447. Or, make a Leaf of dried Burdock into a Pint

of Tea. Take half a Pint twice a Day, for

four Months. I have known this cure hundreds.

* It commonly appears firſt, by the Thickneſs of the Lips;

or a ſtubborn Humour in the Eyes, then come hard Swellings,

in the Neck chiefly: then running Sores.

G 2 448. The
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x48. The beſt Purge for the King's Evil is Tinſlure of

7alap, which is made thus:—Jalap in Powder,

three Ounces; Geneva, or Proof Spirits, one

Pint. Let them infuſe ſeven Days. A Tea

ipoonful or two is ſufficient for a Child ten Years

old, in a Morning faſting ; and repeated once a

Week, ſo as to keep the sº and Bowels

clean, will frequently cure the King's Evil.

But all violent Purges, or when repeated too of.

ten, arc pernicious.

143. Lameneſs, from a fixed Contračiion of

the Paris.

i49. Beat the Yolk of a new-laid Egg very thin,

and by a Spoonful at a time, add and beat up
with it three Ounces of Water. Rub this

gently into the Parts for a few Minutes, three or

four times a Day.

144. Legs inflamed.

*450. Apply Fuller's-Earth ſpread on brown Paper.
It ſeldom fails:

451. Or, bruiſed Turnipſ.

145. Legs Sore and Running.

452. Waſh them in Brandy, and apply Elder-Leaves,

changing them twice a Day. This will dry up

all the Sores, though the Legs were like an

Honeycomb: Tried. -

453. Or, poultice them with rotten Apples : Tried.

But take alſo three or four Purges.

146. Leproſy.”

454. Uſe the cold Bath :

* In this Diſeaſe, the skin in many Parts is covered with

rough, whitiſh, ſcaly Puſtules; and if theſe are rubbed off, with

a kind of ſcaly Scurf.
-

455. Or,
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455. Or, waſh in the Sea, often and long :

456. Or, mix well an Ounce of Pomatum, a

Drachm of powdered Brimſtone, and half an

Ounce of Sal Prunellae; and anoint the Parts ſo

long as there is need:

457. Or, add a Pint of Juice of Houſeleek, and half

a Pint of Verjuice, to a Pint and a half of Poſſet

Drink. Drink this in twenty-four Hours –It

often cures the Quinſey, and White Swellings

on the Joints:

458. Or, drink half a Pint of Cellery-whey, Morn

ing and Evening. This has cured in a moſt

deſperate Caſe :

459. Or, drink for a Month, a Deco&tion of Bur

dock-Leaves, Morning and Evening : Tried.

- 147. Lethargy.

460. Snuff ſtrong Vinegar up the Noſe :

461. Or, take half a Pirit of Decočtion of Water

Creſſes, Morning and Evening.

148. Lice, (to kill.)

462. Sprinkle Spaniſh Snuff over the Head:

463. Or, waſh it with a Decočtion of Amaranth.

149. For one ſeemingly killed with Lightning,

a Damp, or ſuffocated.

464. Plunge him immediately into cold Water :

465. Or, blow, ſtrongly with Bellows down his

Throat. This may recover a Perſon ſeemingly

drowned. It is ſtill better, if a ſtrong Man

blows into his Mouth.

15o. Lués Pénérea.

466. Take an Ounce of Quickſilver every Morning,

and a Spoonful of Aqua Sºphurata in a Glaſs of

* . G.3 - II’ater,
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Water, at Five in the Afternoon. I have known

a Perſon cured by this, when ſuppoſed to be at .

the Point of Death, who had been infected by a

foul Nurſe, before ſhe was a Year old.

{{# I inſert this for the ſake of ſuch innocent

Sufferers. * .

º

151. Lunacy.

467. Give Decočtion of Agrimony four times a Day:

468. Or, rub the Head ſeveral times a Day with

Vinegar in which Ground-Ivy Leaves have been
infuſed :

469. Or, take daily an Ounce of diſtilled Vinegar:

470. Or, boil Juice of Ground-Ivy with ſweet 0iſ.

and white Wine into an Ointment. Shave the

Head, anoint it therewith, and chafe it in warm

every other Day for three Weeks. Bruiſe alſo

the Leaves and bind them on the Head, and

give three Spoonfuls of the Juice warm every

Morning. #. generally cures Melancholy.

The Juice alone, taken twice a Day, will cure.

471, Or, Eleårify: Tried.

152. Raging Madneſs."

472. Apply to the Head, Cloths dipt in cold IWater.

473. Or, ſet the Patient with his Head under a

great Waterfall, as long as his ſtrength will bear:

Or, pour Water on his Head out of a Tea-kettle:

474. Or, lethin eat nothing but Apples for a Month:

475. Or, nothing but Bread and Milk : Tried.

§ It is a ſure Rule, that all Madmen are Cowards, and may

be conquered by binding, only, without beating. (Dr. MEAD.)

He alſo obſerves, that Bliſtering the Head does more harm than

good. Keep the Head cloſe ſhaved, and frequently waſh it

with Pirºgar.
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153. The Bite of a Mad Dog.

476. Plunge into cold Water daily for twenty Days,

and keep as long under it as poſſible.—This has

cured, even after the Hydrophobia was begun.]

477. Or, mix Aſhes of Trefoil with Hog's-Lard,

and anoint the Part as ſoon as poſſible. Repeat it

twice or thrice at ſix Hours’ Diſtance. 63. This

has cured many: and particularly a Dog bit on

the Noſe by a mad Dog. -

478. Or, mix a Pound of Salt, with a Quart of

Water. Squeeze, bathe, and waſh the Wound

with this for an Hour. Then bind ſome Salt

upon it for twelve Hours. -

N. B. The Author of this Receipt was hit ſix times by

mad Dogs, and always cured himſelf by this Means.

9. Or, mix powdered Liver-Wort, four Drachms:

black Pepper, two Drachms. Divide this into

four Parts, and take one in warm Milk for four

Mornings faſting. Dr. Mead affirms he never

knew this fail:—But it has ſometimes failed.

48o. Or, take two or three Spoonfuls of the Juice

of Ribwort, Morning and Evening, as ſoon as

poſſible after the Bite. Repeat this for two or

three Changes of the Moon. It has not been

known to ſail.

154. The Meaſles.j.

## Immediately conſult an honeſt Phyſician :

481. Drink only thin Water-Gruel, or Milk and

Water, the more the better; or Toaſt and Water.

482. If the Cough be very troubleſome, take fre

quently a Spoonful of Barley-Water ſweetened

| If this is really a nervous Diſorder, what wonder if it

ſhould be cured by cold Bathing 2

f This Diſteniper is always preceded by a violent Cough,

often fourteen Days before the red Spots come out. ith

Wit

->
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with 0il of ſweet Almonds newly drawn, mixed

with Syrup of Maiden-hair.

483. After the Meaſles, take three or four Purges,

and for ſome Weeks take care of catching Cold,

uſe light Diet, and drink Barley-Water, inſtead of

Malt-Drink.-See Extraćt from Dr. Tiſot, p. 82.

155. Menſes obſtručied.

484. Be Eleårifted ; Tried.

485. Or, take half a Pint of ſtrong Decočtion of

Penny-Royal, every Night at going to Bed:

486. Or, boil five large Heads of Hemp, in a Pint

of Water to half. Strain it and drink it at going

to Bed, two or three Nights. It ſeldom fails:

Tried.

487. Or, take from eight to twelve Grains of Ca

lomel, in a Pill, for two or three Nights, taking

Care not to catch Cold. It vomits and purges:

Tried.

488. Or, pour twelve Ounces of reštified Spirits of

Wine on four Ounces of Roots of black Hellebore,

and let it ſtand in a warm Place twenty-four

Hours. Pour it off, and take from thirty to.

forty Drops in any Liquid, faſting :

It is good likewiſe in the Green Sickneſs; in all

Hypochondriacal Caſes, and in obſtinate Mad

neſs.

489. Or, burn a little Sulphur of Antimony on a

Chafing-Diſh of Coals, and receive the Smoke

by a Funnel. In a few Minutes it will take

Effe&t.

ſºr Let any of theſe Medicines be uſed at the regular

Times as near as can be judged.—See Dr. Tisso T.

156. Menſes Nimii. exeºre/

90. Drink nothing but cold Water, with 'a

Spoonful of fine Flour ſtirred in it. At that

- time .
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time drink a Glaſs of the coldeſt IWater you can

get, and apply a thick Cloth dipt in cold Water:

491. Or, put the Feet into cold Water :

492. Or, apply a Sponge dipt in Red Wine and .

Vinegar : -

493. Or, bleed in the Arm. Stop the Orifice often

with the Finger, and then let it bleed again:

494. Or, boil four or five Leaves of the red Holy

Oak in a Pint of Milk, with a ſmall Quantity of

Sugar. Drink this in the Morning: if the Per

ſon can afford it, ſhe may add a Tea-ſpoonful of

Balm of Gilead.—This does not often fail :

*495. Or, reduce to a fine Powder half an Ounce

of Alum, with a quarter of an Ounce of Dra

gon's Blood. In a violent Caſe, take a quarter of

a Drachm every half Hour. It ſcarce ever fails

to ſtop the Flux, before half an Ounce is taken.

This alſo cures the Whites.

157. To reſolve coagulated Milk.

496. Cover the Woman with a Table-Cloth, and

hold a Pan of hot Water juſt under her Breaſt;

then ſtroke it three or four Minutes. Do this

twice a Day, till it is cured.

158. To increaſe Milk.

497. Drink a Pint of Iſater going to Bed:

498. Or, drink largely of Pottage made with Lentils.

159. To make Milk agree with the Stomach.

499. If it lie heavy, put a little Salt in it; if it

Čurdle, Sugar. For bilious Perſons mix it with

Water.

16o. A Mortification, (to ſtop.)

500. Apply a Poultice of Flour, Honey, and Iſater,

with a little Yeaft.
161. Nervous
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161. Nervous Diſorders.

501. When the Nerves perform their office too lan

guidly, a coo D AIR is the firſt Requiſite. The

Patient alſo ſhould riſe early, and as ſoon as the

Dew is off the Ground, walk : let his Breakfaſt

be Mother of Thyme Tea, gathered in Żune, uſing

half as much as we do of common Tea. When

the Nerves are too ſenſible, let the Perſon breathe

a proper Air. Let him eat Veal, Chickens, or

Mutton. Vegetables ſhould be eat ſparingly ;

the moſt innocent is the French Bean ; and the

beſt Root, the Turnip. Wine ſhould be avoided

carefully: ſo ſhould all Sauces. Sometimes he

may breakfaſt upon a quarter of an Ounce of the

Powder of Valerian Root infuſed in hot Water,

to which he may add Cream and Sugar. Tea is

not proper. When the Perſon finds an uncom

mon Oppreſſion, let him take a large Spoonful

of the Tinéture of Valerian Root.

tº This Tinéture ſhould be made thus –Cut to

Pieces fix Ounces of wild Valerian-Root, gathered

in June, and freſh dried. Bruiſe it by a few

ſtrokes in a Mortar, that the Pieces may be ſplit,

but it ſhould not be beat into Powder : put this into

a Quart of ſtrong white Wine ; cork the Bottle and

let it ſtand three IWeeks, ſhaking it every Day : then

prºſ; it out and filtre the Tinéture through Paper.

N. B. The true, wild Valerian has no bad ſmell :

if it has, Cats have urined upon it, which they

will do, if they can come at it.

502. But I am firmly perſuaded, there is no Remed

in Nature, for Nervous Diſorders of cvery.
comparable to the proper and conſtant uſe of the

Electrical Machine.

162. Nettle
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162. Nettle Raſh.Ş

503. Rub the Parts ſtrongly with Parſley. Inter

nals profit nothing.

163. Old Age.

504. Take Tar-WaterMorning and Evening : Tried.

505. Or, Decočtion of Nettles: either of theſe will

probably renew the Strength for ſome Years:

506. Or, be Eleårifted daily :

507. Or, chew Cinnamon daily, and ſwallow your

Spittle.

164. An old ſtubborn Pain in the Back.

508. Steep Root of Iſater-Fern in Water, till the

Water become thick and clammy. Then rub

the Parts therewith Morning and Evening:

509. Or, apply a Plaiſter, and take daily Balſam of

Capivi.

165. The Palſy.f

51o. Be Electrifted daily for three Months, from

the Places where the Nerves ſpring, which are

brought to the Paralytic part.—If the Parts be

neath the Head are affe&ted, the Fault is in the

ſpinal Marrow. If half the Body, half the Mar

row is touched.'

(ºr A Palſy may be cured in Spring or Summer,

but rarely in Winter.

511. Or, uſe the cold Bath, if you are under Fifty,

rubbing and ſweating after it:

§ A ſlight Fever, (which ſometimes laſts for Weeks or Months)

attended with Itching or Smarting, and an Eruption juſt like

that occaſioned by Nettles. In Georgia, we called it, The prickly

JHeat.

f A Palſy is the Loſs of Motion or Feeling, or both, in any

particular Part of the Body,

- 512. Or,
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512. Or, ſhred white Onions, and bake them gently

in an carthen Pot, till they are ſoft: ſpread a

thick Plaiſter of this, and apply it to the benumed
Part, all over the Side, if need be. I have

known this cure a Perſon of 75 Years old.

513. Or, take Tar-Water, Morning and Evening.

514. Or, boil white and red Sage, a Handful of

each in a Quart of white Iſime. Strain and bot

tle it. Take a ſmall Glaſs Morning and Evening.

(ºr This helps all Nervous Diſorders.

515. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of powdered Sagelying down in Bed. e

166. Palſy of the Hands.

16. Waſh them often in Decočtion of Sage, as

hot as you can bear:

17. Or, boil a Handſul of Elder-Leaves, or two or

three Spoonfuls of Muſtard. Seed in a Quart of

water. Waſh as often in this, as hot as may be.

167. Palſy of the Mouth.

518. After purging well, chew Muſtard-Seed often:

519. Or, gargle with Juice of Wood-Sage.

168. Paiſy from working with white Lead

or Verdigreaſe.

520. Uſe garm Baths and a Milk-Diet.

169. The Palpitalion, or beating ºf the Heart.

521. Drink a Pint of cold Water :

522. Or, apply outwardly a Rag dipt in Pinegar:

523. Or, be Eleårifted : Tried.

824: Or, take a Decoction of Mother’s-IVort every

Night.

170. Phlegm,
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17o. Phlegm, (ſee Flegm.)

171. The Piles (to prevent.)

525. Waſh the Parts daily with cold Water.

172. The Piles (to cure.)

526. Apply warm Treacle :

527. Or, a Tobacco-Leaf ſteeped in Water twenty

four Hours:

528. Or, a Poultice of boiled Brook-Lime. It ſel

dom fails:

529. Or, a bruiſed Onion ſkinned; or roaſted in

Aſhes. It perfeółly cures the dry Piles:

530. Or, Varniſh. It perfectly cures both the blind

and bleeding Piles: Tried.

531. Or, fumigate with Vinegar, wherein red hot

Flints have been quenched. This ſoftens even

ſchirrhous Tumours.

173. The inward Piles.

53*. Swallow a Pill of Pitch, faſting. One Pill

uſually cures the bleeding Piles:

533. Or, eat a large Leek, boiled:

534. Or, take twice a Day, as much as lies on a

Shilling, of the thin Skins of Walnuts, powdered.

174. Violent Bleeding Piles.

535. Lightly boil juice of Nettles, with a little

Sugar : take two Ounces. It ſeldom needs re

peating.

175. The Plague (to prevent.)

536. Eat Marigold Flowers daily, as a Sallad, with

0il and Winegar: -

- 537. Or,
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537. Or, infuſe Rue, Sage, Mint, Roſemary, Worm

wood, of each a Handful, in two Quarts of the

ſharpeſt Vinegar, over warm Embers for eight

Days. Then ſtrain it through a Flannel, and

add half an Ounce of Camphire, diſſolved in

three Ounces of reëtifica Spirits of IWine. With

this waſh the Loins, Face, and Mouth, and ſnuff

a little up the Noſe when you go abroad. Smell

to a Spunge dipt therein, when you approach in

fećted Perſons or Places.

N. B. This is the famous Marſeilles Vincgar.

176. The Plague (to cure.)

538. Cold Water alone, drank largely, has cured it:

539. Or, an Ounce or two of the Juice of Mary

golds: -

540. Or, after bleeding fifty or fixty Ounces, drink

very largely of Water ſharpened with Spirit of

Vitriol :

541. Or, a Draught of Brine as ſoon as ſeized :

ſweat in Bed ; take no other Drink for ſome

Hours : -

Or, uſe Lemon-juice largely in every thing.

177. The Pleuriſy.*

542. Take half a Drachm of Scot:

543. Or, take out the Core of an Apple ; fill it

with white Frankincenſe ; ſtop it cloſe with the

Piece you cut out, and roaſt it in Aſhes. Maſh

and eat it. I.

544. Or, a Glaſs of Tar-Water warm, every half

Hour:

545. Or, of Decočtion of Nettles; and apply the

boiled Herb hot, as a Poultice. I never knew

it fail. -

* A Pleuriſ is a Fever attended with a violent Pain in the

Side, and a Pulſe remarkably hard. -

546. Or,
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546. Or, a Plaiſter of Flour of Brimſtone and white

of an Egg: Tried.—(See Dr. Tiſſot, page 38.)

547. In Diſorders of this kind, Dr. Huxham ad

viſes, “Sip almoſt continually thin Whey, Barley

water, or Hyſſop-Tea, ſharpened with Lemon-juice

or Vinegar and IWater. If the Spitting ſtop ſud

denly, take a little Vomit. Likewiſe campho

rated Vinegar, with Syrup of Elder or Raſberries,

is good. To appeate the Cough, take often, a

little at a time, of roaſted Apples, of Strawber

ries, Raſberries, or Currants. is AC.
22° –––. - - - - -- . c. / C /24 tca (2 ºf |

178. To one Poiſºned, ‘Tº “2% ºf

548. Give one or two Grains of diſtilled Verdi

greaſe : it vomits in an inſtant.

549. Let one poiſoned by Arſenic diſſolve a quarter

of an Ounce of Salt of Tartar in a Pint of Water,

and drink every quarter of an Hour as much as

he can, till he is well.

550, Let one poiſoned by Opium take thirty Drops

of Ełixir of Vitriol, every quarter of an Hour,

till the Drowſineſs or Wildneſs ceaſes:

551. Or, take a Spoonful of Lemon-juice, every
half Hour.

552. Let one poiſoned with Mercury Sublimate diſ.

ſolve an Ounce of Salt of Tartar in a Gallon of

Water, and drink largely of it. (ºr This will

entirely deſtroy the Force of the Poiſon, if it be

uſed ſoon. -

553. Nothing cures the African Poiſon, but a De

cočtion of the Roots of the Senſitive Plant.

179. Polypus in the Noſe.

554. Powder a Lump of Alum, and ſnuff it up fre

quently. Then diſſolve powdered Alum in

Brandy : dip Lint therein, and apply it at going

to Bed,

H 2 18o. A
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18o. A Prick or Cut that fºſters,

555. Apply Turpentine. -

181. Ptyaliſm.t

556. A very violent and ſtubborn Diſorder of this

kind was cured by chewing perpetually a little

dry Bread, and ſwallowing it with the Spittle.

182. An eaſy Purge.

557. Drink a Pint of warmiſh Water faſting, walk

ing after it:

558. Or, a ſoft Egg with a Tea-ſpoonful of Salt :

559. Or, infuſe from half a Drachm to two

Drachms of Damaſ. Roſe Leaves dried, in half a

Pint of warmWater, for twelve Hours, and take it.

560. Or, infuſe three Drachms of Sena, and a

Scruple of Salt of Tartar, in half a Pint of Ri

ver-water for twelve Hours. Then ſtrain and

take it in the Morning:

561. Wild-Aſh is a Plant of the very ſame Nature

with Sena. Its Leaves taken in the ſame quantity

urge full as well, and do not gripe as Sena does.

It is therefore preferable to that which is brought

from Turkey or Italy. -

ſºr The Wild-Aſh is called in the North of England,

Round-Tree,%. Quick-Beam, or Wiggan-Tree.

The Leaves ſhould be gathered, when the Tree

is in Flower. - t

183. A ſtronger Purge.

562. Drink half a Pint of ſtrong Decoétion of
Dock-Root :

563. Or, two Drachms of the powdered Root of

Monks Rhubarb, with asº of Ginger.

+ A continual Spitting.

184, The
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- 184. The Quinſ).”

564. Apply a large White-Bread Toaſt, half an

Inch thick, dipt in Brandy, to the Crown of the

Head, till it dries:

565. Or, ſwallow ſlowly white Roſe-Water, mixed

with Syrup of Mulberries: Tried.

566. Or, Juice or Jelly of black Currants, or De

cočtion of the Leaves or Bark :

567. Or, draw in, as hot as you can bear, (for ten or

twelve Minutes together) the Fumes of red Roſe

Leaves, or Camomile-Flowers, boiled in Water and

Vinegar: Or, of a Decoétion of bruiſed Hemp

Seed.

This ſpeedily cures the Sore-Throat, Peripneumony,
and Inflammation of the Uvula.-See Extraćt

from Dr. Tiffot, page 41.

185. A Quinſy of the Breaſt."

568. Take from eight to twenty Drops of Lauda

num, lying down in Bed:

569. Or, make an Iffue in the Thigh.

186. The Rheumatiſm.

570. To prevent. Wear waſhed Wool under the Feet.

571. To Cure. Uſe the cold Bath, with rubbing

and ſweating :

572. Or, apply warm Steams :

573. Or, rub in warm Treacle, and apply to the

Part brown Paper ſmeared therewith: change it

in twelve Hours : Tried.

* The Quinſ, is a Fever, attended with Difficulty of Swallow

ing, and often of Brcathing.

§ This is known by a ſudden unaccountable Pain and Diffi

culty of Breathing, ſcizing a Perſon in the Night, or on any
violent Motion.

t Rheumatical Pains are generally moſt violent as ſoon as yos
are warm in Bed,

H 3 574. O., .
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574. Or, drink half a Pint of Tar-jºcr, Morning

and Evening: - :

575. Or, ſteep ſix or ſeven Cloves of Garlick, in

half a Pint of white Wine. Drink it lying

down. It ſweats, and frequently cures at once.

576. Or, take two Cloves of Garlick and one.

Drachm of Gum Ammoniacum ; beat them toge

ther in a Marble Mortar, with a little Water, ſo

as to make three Boluſes. Take one of them

Night and Morning, and drink Saſſafras-Tea

freely :

577. Or, mix Flour of Brimſtone with Honey,inequal

Quantities. Take three Tea-ſpoonfuls at Night,

two in the Morning; and one afterwards, Morn

ing and Evening, till cured. This ſucceeds oftener

than any Remedy I have found:

578. Or, live on new Milk-Whey and White-Bread

for fourteen Days. This has cured in a deſperate

Caſe.

579. Or, pound the green Stalks of Engliſh Rhu

barb in May or 7une, with an equal Quantity of

Lump-Sugar. Tale: the Quantity of a Nutmeg of

this three or four times a Day. This ſeldom fails.

—See Extraët from Dr. Tiſot, page 61.

In a ſtubborn Rheumatiſm, let your Diet be Barley

Gruel, with Currants, roaſted Apples, freſh Whey,

and light Pudding. -

187. To reſtore the Strength after a

Rheumatiſm.

580. Make a ſtrong Broth of Cow-Heels, and waſh

the Parts with it warm twice a Day. It has re

ſtored one who was quite a Cripple, having no

ſtrength left either in his Leg, Thigh, or Loins.

581. Or, mix Gum Guaiacum, (in Powder,) with

Honey or Treacle: take two or three Tea-ſpoon

fuls, (or as much as you can bear without purging,)

- - twice
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twice or thrice a Day. This is the beſt Medi

cine I have met with for the Chronic Rheu

matiſm :

582. Or, diſſolve one Ounce of Gum Guaiacum in

three Ounces of Spirits of Wine. Take fixty or

eighty Drops on Loaf-Sugar two or three times a

Day.-This is Dr. Hill's Effence of Bardana.

*583. Or, drop thirty Drops of Volatile Tinéture of

Guaiacum on a Lump of Sugar, and take this in

a Glaſs of Water every four Hours. It uſually

cures in a Day : Tried.

188. Rickets (to prevent or cure.)

584. Waſhthe Child every Morning in coldWater.

189. Ring-Worms.”

585. Apply rotten Apples: Or, pounded Garlick :

586. Or, rub them with the Juice of Houſeleck :

587. Or, waſh them with Hungary-Water cam

phorated:

588. Or, twice a Day with Oil of ſweet Almonds

and Oil of Tartar mixed.

190. Running at the Noſe.

589. Snuff up a Tea-ſpoonful of Spirits of Harts

horn.

191. A Rupture.

590. Foment with hot Aqua Vita, for two Hours:

591. Or, take Agrimony, Spleen-Wort, Solomon's Seal,

Strawberry-Roots, a Handful of each ; pick and

waſh them well ; ſtamp, and boil them two

Hours, in two Quarts of white Wine in a Veſſel

cloſe ſtopt. Strain, and drink a large Glaſs of

+ W.*/ala Tetterf,

this
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this every Morning, and an Hour after, drink

another. It commonly cures in a Fortnight. A

good Truſs mean time is of great uſe.

592. “I place,” ſays Dr. Riviere, “a broad Plank

ſloping from the Side of the Bed to the Ground.

On this I lay the Patient upon Pillows, with his

Head downward. Then I foment the Part for

half an Hour, with Cloths four times doubled,

ſteeped in cold Water, gº touching it with

my Fingers. Afterwards I bind on it, many

times doubled, a Cloth ſhaped like a Triangle,

wet in cold Water. The Gut is generally re

ſtored to its place in a few Hours. If not, I

repeat the Operation twice a Day, and in two

or three Days the Diſeaſe is cured.”

192. A Rupture in Children.

3. Boil a Spoonful of Egg-ſhells dried in an

595. and powdered, in a Pint of Milk, or three

quarters of a Pint. Feed, the Child conſtantly
with Bread boiled in this Milk.

193. A windy Rupture. “

594. Warin Cow: Dung well. Spread it thick on

Leather, ſtrewing ſome Cummin-Seeds on it, and

apply it hot. When cold, put on a new one. It

commonly cures a Child (keeping his Bed) in

two Days. …

194. A Scald Head.

595. Anoint it with Barbadoes Tars

596. Or, apply daily White-Wine-Vinegar: Tried.

597. If Wood-Soot is mixed with freſh Butter, into

an Ointment, and the Head anointed with it

every Day, it will generally cure it at the be

ginning; but when it is become very bad, a

Plaiſter ſhould be made of Gall, dried to the

- º conſiſtency
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conſiſtency of a Salve, and ſpread upon Linen,

This ſhould be applied all over the Parts affected,

and continued on four or five Days; then it

fhould be taken off, and the Head dreſſed with

the Soot-Ointment as before.

After the Cure, give two or three gentle Purges.

If a proper regard was paid to Cleanlineſs in the

Head and Apparel of Children, the Scald Head

would ſeldom be ſeen.

195. The Sciatica.”

598. Is certainly cured by a Purge taken in a few

Hours after it begins:

599. Or, uſe cold Bathing, and ſweat, together with

the Fleſh-Bruſh twice a Day:

6oo. Or, boil Nettles till ſoft. Foment with the

Liquor, then apply the Herb as a Poultice.

I have known this cure a Sciatica of forty-five

Years ſtanding:

601. Or, apply Nettles bruiſed in a Mortar:

*602. Or, a Mud made of powdered Pitcoal and

warm Water. This frequently cures Sores,

Weakneſs of the Limbs, moſt Diſorders of the

Legs, and Swellings and Stiffneſs of the Joints,

It cured a Swelling of the Elbow-Joint, though

accompanied with a Fiſtula, ariſing from a Caries

of the Bone.—See Extraćt from Dr. Tiſſot, p. 66.

196. Inflammation or Swelling of the Scrotum.

603. Waſh it thrice a Day with ſtrong Decočtion

of Agrimony. -

197. A Scorbulic Atrophy.f

604. Uſe cold Bathing: Which alſo cures all.

Scorbutic Pains.
…

* The Sciatica is a violent. Pain in the Hip, chiefly in the

Joint of the Thigh-Bone. - - *

+ Such a Degree of the Scurvy as cauſes the Fleſh to. waſte;

away like a Conſumption. -

198. Scorbutic
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1 98. Scorbutic Guns. 's

605. Waſh them daily with a Decočtion of the Pe

ruvian Bark, adding a little Tinélure of Roſeſ,

with a Solution of Myrrh.

199. Scorbulic Sores.

606. A Diet-Drink.—Put half a Pound of freſh

ſhayed Lignum Guaiacum, (called by the Block

Makers, Lignum Vitae,) and half an Ounce of

Sena into an earthen Pot that holds ſix Quarts.

Add five Quarts of ſoft Water and lute the Pot

cloſe. Set this in a Kettle of cold Water, and

put it over a Fire, till it has boiled three Hours.

Let it ſtand in the Kettle till cold. When it

has ſtood one Night, drink daily half a Pint,

new Milk-warm, in the Morning, faſting, and at

four in the Afternoon. Waſh with a little of

it. In three Months all the Sores will be dried

up : Tried. -

200. The Scurvy.

607. Live on Turnips for a Month :

608. Or, take Tar-Water, Morning and Evening,

for three Months:

609. Or, three Spoonfuls of Nettle-juice every

Morning: Tried.

*610. Or, Deco&tion of Burdock. Boil three

Ounces of the dried Root in two Quarts of Wa

ter to three Pints. Take half a Pint daily;

unleſs it purges too much, if ſo, take leſs. A

Decoétion of the Leaves (boiling one Leaf

four minutes in a Quart of Water) has the ſame
Effc8t: "

# The Scurvy is known by Heavineſs of Body, Wearineſs,

Rottenneſs of Gums, and yellow, lead, or violet-coloured Spots

on the Legs or Arms.

N. B. A. Scurvy attended with Coſſiveneſ, (which is moſt

common,) is termed a Hot-Scurvy : one attended with Looſeneſs,

a Cold Scurvy.

611. Or,
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64 1. Or, take a Cupful of the Juice of Gooſ-Craft,

in a Morning, faſting, for a Month : it is fre

quently called Hariff, or Cleavers. Laſt year I

knew many Perſons cured by it.

612. Or, pound into a Pulp, of Seville Oranges,

ſliced, Rind and all, and Powder-Sugar, equal

Quantities. Take a Tea-ſpoonful three or four

times a Day : Tried.

613. Or, ſqueeze the Juice of half a Seville Orange
into a Pint of Milk over the Firc. Sweeten the

Whey with Loaf-Sugar, and drink it every

Morning, new milk-warm. To make any Whey,

Milk ſhould be ſkimmed, after it is boiled.

614. Or, pour three Quarts of boiling Water on a

Quart of ground Malt: ſtir them well, and let

the Mixture ſtand covered cloſe, for four Hours;

ftrain it off, and uſe this as common Drink : in

hot Vºeather, brew this freſh every Day. It will

hardly fail.

*615. Or, take Morning and Evening a Spoonful or

two of Lemon-juice and Sugar. “It is a precious

Remedy, and well tried.”—Dr. Mackbridge.

616. Water and Garden Creſſes, Muſtard and

juice of Scurvy-graſs help in a cold Scurvy.

617. When there is a continual ſalt Taſte in the

Mouth, take a Pint of Lime-Water Morning and

Evening :

201. A broken Shin.

618. Bind a dry Oak-Leaf upon it :

619. Or, put on a Bit of White Paper moiſtened

with Spittle. It will ſtay on, till the place is

well ; Tried.

This cures a Cut alſo.

202. Shingles.”
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202. Shingles.”

62o. Drink Sea-Water every Morning for a Week :

toward the cloſe, bathe alſo :

621. Or, apply pounded Garlick.

203. Sickiſhneſs in the Morning.

622. Eat nothing after Six in the Evening:

623. Or, drink half a Pint of Water impregnated

with Fixed Air.

204. Sinews ſhrunk.

624. Rub the Part every Morning with Faſting

Spittle: Tried.

625. Or, beat the Yolk of a new-laid Egg, mix

it with a Spoonful of Water, and rub the Part

with it before the Fire three or four Times a

Day.

205. Skin rubbed off.

626. Apply pounded All-Heal.—It ſeldom needs

repeating.
-

627. Or, a Bit of White Paper with Spittle.

206. Small Pox.

628. Drink largely of Toaft and Water:

629. Or, let your whole Food be Milk and Water,
mixed with a little White Bread: Tried.

630. Or, Milk and Apples.

631. Take Care to have a free, pure and cool Air.

Therefore open the Caſement every Day: only

do not let it chill the Patient.

* A kind of Ring-Worm, which incircles the body, like a belt

of an hand's breadth.

632. If
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632. If they ſtrikc in, and Convulſions follow,

drink a Pint of cold Water immediately. This

inſtantly ſlops the Convulſions, and drives out

the Pock: Tried.

“ There may be Puſtules a ſecond Time, coming

out and ripening like the Small-pox, but it is

barely a cutaneous Diſorder.

“ In violent Caſes, Bleed in the Foot; Bathe the

Legs in warm Water, twice or thrice a Day,

before and at the Eruption; and apply boiled

Turnips to the Feet. Never keep the Head too

hot.
-

* In very low depreſſed Caſes, Wine may be

given: and if the Puſtules lie buried in the

Skin, a gentle Vomit. In many Caſes, a genile

Purge of Manna, Cream of Tartar, or Rhubarb.

“ In the Crude Ichoroſe Small-Pox, a Diſh of

Coffee now and then, with a little thick Milk in

it, has often quieted the vexatious Cough.

“ After the Incruſtation is formed, change the

Sick: but let it be with very dry, warm Linen.”

Dr. Huxham.
-

207. A long running Sore in the Back.

633. Was entirely cured by eating Betony in every

Thing:

634. Or, take every Morning two or three Spoon

fuls of Nettle-juice, and apply Nettles bruiſed

in a Mortar, to the Part. *::s cures any old

Sore or Ulcer. I.

208. A Sore Lég.

635. Bind a Diaculum Plaiſter, an Inch broad, round

the Leg, juſt above the Sore, and foment it,

Morning and Evening, with hot Water.

636. Any Sore is healed by a Plaiſter of Mutton

Suct: even though it feſter or breed Proud Fleſh.

I 209, 4
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200. A ſore Mouth.

637. Apply the White of an Egg beat up with

Loaf-Sugar :

638. Or, gargle, with the Juice of Cinquefoil:

639. Or, boil together a Pound of Treacle, three

Yolks of Eggs, an Ounce of Bole Armoniac, and

the Quantity of a Nutmeg of Alum, a quarter of

an Hour. Apply this to the fore Part, or to an
aching Tooth : Tried. y

21 o. A Sore Throat.

640. Take a Pint of cold Water lying down in Bed:
Tried.

611. Or, apply a Chin-ſtay of roaſted Figs :

642. Or, a Flannel ſprinkled with Spirits of Hartſ:

* horn to the Throat, rubbing Hungary-Water on the

Top of the Head: Tried.

613. Or, ſnuff a little Honey up the Noſe.

644. An old fore Throat was cured by living

wholly upon Apples and Apple-II’ater.

211. An inflamed Sore Throat.

645. Lay Nitre and Loaf-Sugar mixed on the

Tongue. -

212. A putrid Sore Throat.

646. Lay on the Tongue a Lump of Sugar dipt in

Brandy: Tried.

213. A Shrain.

647. Hold the Part in very cold Water for two

Hours: Tried. -

648. Or, apply Cloths dipt therein, four times

doubled, for two Hours, changing them as they

grow warm :

- 649. Or,
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649. Or, bathe it in good Crab-Perjuice :

650. Or, boil Bran in Hine-Vinegar to a Poultice.

Apply this warm, and renew it once in twelve

Olil'S :

651. Or, mix a little Turpentine with Flour and the

Yolk of an Egg, and apply it as a Plaiſter: this

cures in a deſperate Cafe.

652. Weakneſs remaining after a Sprain, is cured

by fomenting the Pant daily with Beef Trine.

653. Suppoſe the Ancle ſprained. 1. Foment it

with warm Vinegar, four or five Minutes every

four Hours. 2. Stand, if you can, three or four

Minutes at a time on both your Feet, and frc

quently move the ſprained Foot. Sometimes

alſo while ſitting with your Foot on a low Stool,

move it to and fro. 3. Let it be gently rubbed

with a warm Hand, at leaſt thrice a Day. 4. Two

Hours after every application of the Vinegar, let

it be juſt wetted with Spirits of Wine, and then

gently rubbed.

214. A venomous Sting.

654. Apply the Juice of Honey-Suckle-Leaves :

655. Or, a Poultice of bruiſed Plantane and Honey:

656. Or, take inwardly, one Drachm of black Cur

rant. Leaves powdered. It is an excellent Coun

2 ter-Poiſon.

215. The Sting of a Bée.

657. Apply Honey.

a 16. Sting of a Nettle.

638. Rub the Part with Juice of Nettler.

217. Sting of a Waſp.

- 659. Rub the Part with the bruiſed Leaves of Houſe

leek, Water-Creffes, or Rue:

? ’ “ I”. 660. Or,
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660. Or, apply Treacle, or Sweet Oil:

661. Or, bruiſed Onions, or Garlick.

218. Sting of a Bee or Waſp in the Eye.

662. Apply Carduus bruiſed with the White of an

Egg: renew it if it grows dry.

219. Sting in the Gullet.

663. Beat well together, with a Spoon, ſome Ho

ney and Sweet Oil with a little Vinegar; ſwallow

a Spoonful every Minute till eafe is procured.

220. A Stitch in the Side.

664. Apply Treacle ſpread on a hot Toaſt: Tried.

221. Accidental Sickneſs, or Pain in the

Stomach.

665. Vomit with a Quart of warm Water. Do this

twice or thrice, omitting a Day between.

222. Pain in the Stomach from bad Digeſtion.

666. Take faſting, or in the Fit, half a Pint of

Camomile-Tea. Do this five or fix Mornings :

667. Or, drink the Juice of half a large Lemon

immediately after Dinner, every Day. Dr.

Mead. -

668. Or, from twenty to forty Drops of Elixir of

Vitriol in Sage-Tea, twice or thrice a Day:

669. Or, in the Fit, a Glaſs full of Vinegar •

670. Or, take two or three Tea-ſpoonfuls of

Stomachic Tinăure, in a Claſs of Water, thrice a

Day.

(ºr The Tinéture is made thus: Gentian Root ſliced,

one Ounce; Orange Peel dried, half an Ounce;

Cochineal, fifteen Grains; of Proof. Brandy,
- - Orić
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one Pint: in three or four Days it is fit for Uſe.

This is uſeful in all Diſorders that ariſe from

a relaxed Stomach.

223. Choleric hot Pains, in the Siomach.

671. Take half a Pint of Deco&tion of Ground-rºy,

with a Tea-ſpoonful of the Powder of it, five or

ſix Mornings. I.

224. Coldneſs of the Stomach.

672. Take a Spoonful of the Syrup of the Juice

of Carduus Benedićius, faſting, for three or four

Mornings: I. -

673. Or, chew a Leaf of Carduus every Morning,

and ſwallow the Spittle: Tried.

w

225. Pain in the Stomach, with Coldneſs and

Wind.

674. Swallow five or fix Corns of white Pepper,

for ſix or ſeven Mornings: Tried.

226. Stone, (to prevent.)

*675. Eat a Cruſt of dry Bread every Morning :

Tried.

676. Or, drink a Pint of warm Water daily juſt

before Dinner. After diſcharging one Stone,

this will prevent the generating of another.

Stoop down and riſe yourſelf up again. If you

feel Pain as if cut through the middle, the Pain is

not from the Stone, but Rheumatiſm. Beware of

Coſtiveneſs. Uſe no violent Diuretics. Mead

is a proper Drink. -

677. Or, ſlice a large Onion ; pour half a Pint of

warm Water upon it. After it has ſtood twelve

Hours, drink the Water. Do this every Morning.

till you are well. .

- I 3. 227. In
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227. In a Raging Fit.

*678. Beat Onions into a Pulp and apply them as

a Poultice, to the Back, or to the Groin. It

gives ſpeedy Eaſe in the moſt racking Pain :

Tried.

679. Or, Apply heated Parſley.

228. Stone (to eaſe or cure.)

68o. Boil half a Pound of Parſhips in a Quart of

Water. Drink a Glaſs of this, Morning and Eyen

ing, and uſe no other Drink all the Day.—It

uſually cures in ſix Weeks:

681. “Or, take Morning and Evening, a Tea

ſpoonful of Onions, calcined in a fire-ſhovel into

white Aſhes, in white Wine. An Ounce will

often diſſolve the Stone.”

682. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Violet ſeed powdered,

Morning and Evening. It both waſtes the Stone,

and brings it away.

683. Or, drink largely of Water impregnated with

Fixed Air.

Thoſe who have not a convenient Apparatus,

may ſubſtitute the following Method:—Diſſolve

fifteen Grains of Salt of Tartar in fix Spoonfuſs

of Water, to which add as much Water, acidu

lated with Oil of Vitriol, as will neutralize the Salt.

They are to be gradually mixed with each other,

ſo as to prevent the Efferveſcence or Diſfipation

of the Fixed Air, as much as poſſible.

229. Stone in the Kidneys.

684. Uſe the cold Bath :

685. Or, drink half a Pint of Water every Morning:

686. Or, boil an Ounce of common Thiſtle-root,

and four Drachins of Liquorice in a Pint of

Water. Drink half of it every Morning.

230, Stoppage
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230. Stoppage in the Kidneys.

687. Take Decočtion, or Juice, or Syrup of Ground.

Ivy, Morning and Evening :

688. Or, half a Pint of Tar-Water :

689. Or, twelve Grains of Salt of Amber in a little

Water.

231. The Stranguary.

690. Sit over the Steam of warm Water:

691. Or, drink, largely of Decočtion of Turnips

ſweetened with clarified Honey :

*692. Or, of warm Lemonade : Tried.

693. Or, diſſolve half an Ounce of Salt-Petre in a ,

Quart of Water; drink a Glaſs of it every Hour. *

232. Sunburn, (ſmarting.)

694. Waſh the Face with Sage-Tea.

233. A freſh Surfeit.

695. Take about a Nutmeg of the green Tops of
Wormwood.

234. To ſtop profuſe Sweating.

696. Drink largely of cold Water.

235. To prevent it.

697. Mix an Ounce ofTinéture of Peruvian-Barº,

with half an Ounce of Spirit of Vitriol. Take a

Tea-ſpoonfui Morning and Night, in a Glaſs of

Water.

236. To cure Night-Sweats.

698, Drink a Gill of warm Milk, at lying down.

237. Swelled:
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237. Swelled Glands in the Neck.

699. Take Sea-Fater every other Day.

238. Indolent Swellings.

7oo. Are often cured by warm Steams.

239. Sºft cºd flabby Swellings.

701. Pump cold IPater on them daily:

702. Or, uſe conſtant Fričiim : or, proper Bandages.

240. A while Swelling (on the joints.)

703. Hold the Part half an Hour every Morning,

under a Pump or Cock. This cures alſo Pains

in the Joints. It ſeldom fails: Tried.

*704. Or, pour on it daily a Stream of warm IWater :

705. Or, a Stream of cold Water one Day, and

warm the next, and ſo on by turns:

Uſe theſe Remedies at firſt, if poſſible. It is like

wiſe proper to intermix gentle Purges, to pre

vent a Relapſe :

706. Or, boiled Nettles.

241. To diſſolve white or hard Swellings.

707. Take white Roſes, Elder-Flowers, Leaves of

Fox-Glove, and of St. John's Wort, a Handful of

each : mix with Hog's-Lard, and make an Oint

Inent : - -

798. Or, hold them Morning and Evening in the

fteam of Vinegar poured on red hot Flints.

242. To faſten the Teeth.

709. Put powdered Alum the Quantity of a Nutmeg,

in a Quart of Spring-Water, for twenty-four

Hours. Then ſtrain the Water and gargle
with it: ".

7 11. Or,
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710. Or, gargle often with Phyllºrca Leaves boiled

with a little Alum in Forge-water.

243. To clean the Teeth.

711. Rub them with Aſhes of burnt Bread.

244. To prevent the Tooth-Ach.

712. Waſh the Mouth with cold Water, every

Morning, and rinſe them after every Meal :

713. Or, rub the Teeth often with Tobacco-Aſhes,

245. To cure the Tooth-Ach.

714. Be Eleårifted through the Teeth: Tried.

715. Or, apply to the aching Tooth an artificial

Magnet :

716. Or, rub the Cheek a quarter of an Hour:

717. Or, lay roaſted Parings of Turnips as hot as

may be behind the Ear: -

718. Or, put a Leaf of Betony, bruiſed, up the

Noſe :

*719. Or, lay bruiſed or boiled Nettles to the Cheek:
ried.

*720. Or, lay a Clove of Garlick on the Tooth:

721. Or, hold a ſlice of Apple ſlightly boiled be
tween the Teeth : Tried.

722. Or, diſſolve a Drachm of Crude Sal Ammo

niac in two Drachms of Eemon-juice: wet Cot

ton herein and apply : -

723. Or, keep the Feet in warm Water, and rub

them well with Bran, juſt before Bed-time:

Tried.

£3. The firſt twenty Teeth generally laſt till the

ſixth or ſeventh Year. After that, till the four

teenth or fifteenth Year, they fall out one by one,

and are ſucceeded by others.

The
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The ſhedding of the Teeth is wiſely intended, and

brought about in a ſingular manner. Their

Hardneſs will not admit of Diſtenſion like other

Parts of the Body. Hence after an enlargement

of the Jaw-Bone, the original Teeth are no longer

able to fill up the Cavities of it. . They muſt

ſtand unſupported by each other, and leave ſpaces

between them. Under the firſt Teeth therefore

is placed a new Sct, which by conſtantly preſſing

upon their roots, rob them of their Nouriſhment,

and finally puſh them out of their Sockets. .

246. Tooth-Ach from cold Air.

724. Keep the Mouth full of warm Water.

247. Teeth ſet on Edge,

725. Rub the Tops of the Teeth with a dry Toweł:

{: There is no ſuch Thing as Worms in the Teeth.

Children's uſing Coral, is always uſeleſs, often

hurtful. -

* Forcing the Teeth into Order is always dangerous.

—Filing is generally hurtful.

“All rough and cutting Powders deſtroy the Teeth:

fo do all common Tinétures. …

“Sweetmeats are apt to hurt the Teeth, if the Mouth

be not rinſed after them. Cracking Nuts often

breaks off the Enamel ; ſo does biting Thread in

tWO.

“Conſtant Uſe of Tooth-picks is a bad praćtice:

Confiant Smoaking of Tobacco deſtroys many

good Sets of Teeth.” Mr. Beardmore.

248. Extreme Thirſt (without a Fever.)

726. Drink Spring-Water, in which a little Sal

Prunella is diſſolved, -

- 249. Pain
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249. Pain in the Tºfticles.

727. Apply Pellitory of the Wall beaten up into a

Poultice, changing it Morning and Evening.

250. Tºfticles inſamcd.

728. Boil Bean-Flour, in three parts water, one part

Vinegar.

251. To draw out Thorns, Splinters, and Bones.

729. Apply Nettle-Roots and Salt :

730. Or, Turpentine ſpread on Leather,

252. Thruſh.*

731. Mix Juice of Celandine with Honey to the

thickneſs of Cream. Infuſe a little powdered

Saffron: let this ſimmer awhile and ſcum it: ap

ply it (where needed) with a Feather. At the

ſame time give eight or ten Grains of Rhubarb :

to a grown Perſon, twenty. -

732. Or, take an Ounce of clarifted Honey; having

ſcummed off all the Droſs fromit, put in a Drachm

of Roach Alum, finely powdered, and ſtir them

well together. Let the Child's mouth be rubbed

well with this, five or ſix times a Day, with a bit

of Rag tied upon the end of a Stick: and even

though it be the thorough Thruſh, it will cure it

in a few Days. I never knew it fail.

733. Or, burn Scarlet Cloth to Aſhes and blow

them into the Mouth. This ſeldom fails.

253. Tonſils ſwelled.

734, Waſh them with Lavender-Water.

* Little white Ulcers in the Month.

354. Torpor:
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254. Torpor; (or Numbneſs of the Limbs.)

735. Uſe the cold Bath, with rubbing and ſweating.

255. Twiſting of the Guts.

736. Many at the Point of Death have been cured

by taking one, two, or three Pounds of Quick

ſilver, Ounce by Ounce. (PARE us.)

256. Tympany : or Windy Dropſy.

737. Uſe the cold Bath with Purges intermixt:

738. Or, mix the Juice of Leeks and of Elder.

Take two or three Spoonfuls of this, Morning

and Evening: Tried.

739. Or, eat a few parched Peas every Hour.

257. A Vein or Sinew cut.

74o.º the inner green Rind of Hazel freſh

icraped.

258. The Vertigo : or Swimming in the Head.

711. Take a Ponit or two.

742. Or, uſe the cold Bath for a Month: -

743. Or, in a May Morning, about Sun-riſe, ſnuff

up daily the Dew that is on Mallow-Leaves :

*744. Or, apply to the Top of the Head, ſhaven, a

Plaiſter of Flour of Brimſtone, and Whites of

Eggs: Tried.
-

745. Or, take every Morning half a Drachm of

Muſtard-Seed :

746. Or, mix together one Part of Salt of Tartar,

with three Paits of Cream of Tartar. Take a Tea

ſpoonful in a Glaſs of Water, every Morning,

faſting. This is ſerviceable when the Vertigo

ſprings from acid, tough Phlegm in the Stomach.

259. Vigilia,
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259. Vigilia, Inability to ſleep.

*747. Apply to the Forehead for two Hours, Cloths

four times doubled and dipt in cold Water. I

have known this applied to a lying-in Woman,

and her life ſaved thereby:

748. Or, take a Grain or two of Camphire. It is

both ſafer and ſurer than Opium :

749. Aſa-frtida, from ten to thirty Grains, like

wiſe will in moſt caſes have as much effe&t as

Opium.

26o. Bite of a Viper or Rattle-Snake.

750. Apply bruiſed Garlick :

751. Or, rub the Place immediately with common

Oil.—Quere, Would not the ſame cure the Bite of

a mad Dog 2 Would it not be worth while to

make a trial on a Dog 3

261. To prevent the Bite of a Viper.

752. Rub the Hands with the Juice of Radiſhes.

262. An Ulcer.

753. Dry and powder a Walnut-Leaf, and ſtrew it

on, and lay another Walnut-Leaf on that:—

Tried.

754. Or, boil Walnut-Tree-Leaves in Water with a

little Sugar. Apply a Cloth dipt in this,

changing it once in two Days. This has done

Wonders :

*755. Or, foment Morning and Evening with a De

cočtion of Walnut-Tree Leaves, andbind the Leaves

on. This has cured foul Bones: yea, and aleproſy:

Tried,

K 263, Ulcer
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263. Ulcer in the Bladder or Kidneys.

756. Take Decoétion of Agrimony thrice a Day:

75% 9, Decoction, Powder, or Syrup of Horſe

alll. -

264. Ulcer in the Gum or 7aw.

758. Apply Honsy of Roſes ſharpened with Spirit of

Vitriol:

750. Or, fill the Whites of Eggs boiled hard and

ſlit, with Myrrh and Sugar-Candy powdered. Tie

them up, and hang them on Sticks lying acroſs

a Glaſs. A Liquid diſtills, with which anoint the

Sores often a Day.

265. A Fiſtulous Ulcer.

760. Apply Wood-Betony bruiſed, changing it daily.

266. A Bleeding Varicous Ulcer in the Leg.

761. Was cured only by conſtant cold Bathing.

267. A malignant Ulcer.

762. Foment, Morning and Evening, with a Decoc
tion of Mint. Then ſprinkle on it finely pow

dered Rue: .

762. Or, Burn to aſhes (but not too long) the

groſs ſtalks on which the red Coleworts grow.

Make a Plaiſter with this and freſh Butter.

Change it once a Day:

764. Or, apply a Poultice of boiled Parſnips. This

will cure even when the Bone is foul: -

765. Or, be Electrifted daily : Tried.

268. An Ulcer in the Urethra.f.

766. Take a Cloveof Garlick, Morning and Evening.

+ The Urethra is the Paſſage of the Urine,

269. An
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269. An eaſy and ſafe Vomit.

767. Pour a diſh of Tea on twenty Grains of

Ipecacuanha. You may ſweeten it if you pleaſe.

When it has ſtood four or five Minutes, pour the

Tea clear off, and drink it.

270. To ſtop Vomiting.

*768. Apply a large Onion ſlit acroſs the grain, to

the Pit of the Stomach: Tried.

769. Or, take a Spoonful of Lemon-7uice and ſix

grains of Salt of Tartar.

271. Bloody Urine.

770. Take twice a Day a Pint of Dccoélion of

Agrimony:

771. Or, of Decočtion of Yarrow,

272. Urine by Drops with Heat and Pain.

772. Drink nothing but Lemonade: Tried.

773. Or, beat up the Pulp of five or ſix roaſted

Apples with near a Quart of Water. Take it

at lying down. It commonly cures before Morning.

273. Involuntary Urine.

771. Uſe the cold Bath :

775. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of powdered Agri

mony in a little Water, Morning and Evening:

776. Or, a quarter of a Pint of Alum-Poſſet-Drink,

every Night:

777. Or, foment with Roſe-Leaves and Plantane

Leaves, boiled in a Smith’s Forge-Water. Then

apply Plaiſters of Alum and Bole Armoniac, made

up with Oil and Vinegar. -

778. Or, apply a Bliſter to the Os Sacrum. This

ſeldom fails.

K 2 274. Sharp
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274. Sharp Urine.

;79. Take two Spoonfuls of freſh Juice of Ground

Joy.

f 275. Suppreſſion of Urine.

780. Is ſometimes relieved by Bleeding:

781. Or, drink largely of warm Lemonade: Tried.

782. Or, a Scruple of Nitre, every two Hours:

783. Or, take a Spoonful of Juice of Lemons

ſweetened with Syrup of Violets :

784. Or, ten Grains of Mercurius Dulcis.

276. Uvular inflamed.

785. Gargle with a Decoétion of beaten Hemp-Seed:

786. Or, with a Decočtion of Dandelion :

787. Or, touch it frequently with camphorated

Spirits of Wine.

277. Uvula relaxed.

788. Bruiſe the Veins of a Cabbage-Leaf, and lay

it hot on the Crown of the Head; repeat, if

needed, in two Hours. I never knew it fail :

789. Or, gargle with an Infuſion of Muſtard-Seed.

278. Warts.

w;90. Rub them daily with a Radiſh :

791. Or, with Juice of Marigold-Flowers : it will

hardly fail :

792. Or, Water in which Sal Armoniac is diſſolved.

+ This is uſually called the Palate of the Mouth.

793. Or,
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793. Or, apply bruiſed Purſlain as a Poultice,

changing it twice a Day. It cures in ſeven or

eight Days.

279. Weakneſs in the Ancles.

-794. Hold them in cold Water a quarter of an Hour

Morning and Evening.

280. A ſoft Wen.

795. Wrap Leaves of Sorrel in a wet Paper, and

roaſt them in the Embers. Mix it with finely

fifted Aſhes into a Poultice. Apply this warm

daily. - - -

796. Dr. Riviere ſays, “I cured a Wen as big as a

large Fiſt, thus: I made an Inſtrument of hard

Wood, like the Stone with which the Painters

grind their Colours on a Marble. With this I

rubbed it half an Hour twice a Day. Then I

laid on a ſuppurating Plaiſter very hot, which I

kept on four or five Days. The Wen ſuppurated

and was opened. Afterward all the Subſtance

of it turned into Matter, and was evacuated.

Thus I have cured many ſince.”

281. The Whites.

797. Live chaſtly. Feed ſparingly. Uſe Exerciſe

conſtantly. Sleep moderately, but never lying

on your Back:

798. Take eight Grains of Żalap every eight Days.

This uſually cures in five Weeks :

799. Or, firſt bleed. Then purge thrice with

twenty Grains of Rhubarb, and five of Calomel:

8oo. Or, boil four or five Leaves of the white Holy

Oak in a Pint of Milk with a little Sugar. Then

add a Tea-ſpoonful of Balm of Gilead. Drink

this every Morning.—It rarely fails:

K 3 801. Or,
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801. Or, make Venice-Turpentine, Flour, and fine .

Sugar, equal Quantities, into ſmall Pills. Take

three or four of theſe Morning and Evening.

This alſo cures moſt pains in the Back:

802. Or, take yellow Roſin, powdered, one Ounce :

Conſerve of Roſes, half an Ounce: powdered

Rhubarb, three Drachms: Syrup, a ſufficient

Quantity to make an Elećtuary. Take a large

Tea-ſpoonful of this twice a Day, in a Cup of

Comfrey-Root-Tea :

8o3. Or, in a quarter of a Pint of Water, wherein

three Drachms of Tamarinds and a Drachm of

Lentiſk-Wood has been boiled; when cold, infuſe

Sena, one Drachm, Coriander-ſeed and Liquorice a

Drachm and a half each. Let them ſtand all

Night. Strain the Liquor in the Morning, and

drink it daily two Hours before Breakfaſt:

804. Or, take Quick-ſilver and Aqua Sulphurata, as

for an Aſthma.—This ſeldom fails.

282. A Whitlow.

805. Apply Treacle : Tried.

806. Or, Honey and Flour ; Tried.

807. Or a Poultice of chewed Bread. Shift it once

a Day:

808. Or, a Poultice of powdered Pit-Coal, and warm

Water.

283. Worms.”

809. Take two Tea-ſpoonfuls of Brandy ſweetened

with Loaf-Sugar :

81o. Or, a Spoonful of Juice of Lemons: Or, two

Spoonfuls of Nettle-juice:

* A Child may be known to have the Worms, by Chillineſs,

Paleneſs, hollow Eyes, Itching of the Noſe, . Starting in Sleep,

and an unuſual Stinking Breath --Worms are never found in

Children that live wholly on Milk.

- 811. Or,
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811. Or, boil four Ounces of Quick-filver an Hour

in a Quart of clear Water. Pour it off and bottle

it up. You may uſe the ſame Quickſilver again

and again. Uſe this for common Drink : or at

leaſt, Night and Morning, for a Week or two.

Then purge off the dead Worms with fifteen or

twenty Grains of Żalap :

812. Or, take two Tea-ſpoonfuls of Worm-Seed,

mixed with Treacle, for; Mornings:

813. Or, one, two, or three Drachms of powdered

Fern-Root, boiled in Mead. This kills both the

flat and round Worms. Repeat the Medicine

from time to time.

814. Or, diſſolve an Ounce of Hepatic Aloes, in a

Pint of ſtrong Decoétion of Rue. Take a Tea

ſpoonful or two, in a Morning, faſting. This

deſtroys both round Worms, and Aſcarides:

815. Or, give one Tea-ſpoonful of Syrup of Bear's

Foot atEed-time, and one or two in the Morning,

for two or three ſucceſſive Days, to Children

between two and fix years of age; regulating the

Doſe according to the ſtrength of the Patient.

Syrup of Bear's-Foot is made thus:–Sprinkle the

green Leaves with Vinegar, ſtamp and ſtrain out

the Juice, and add to it a ſufficient Quantity of

coarſe Sugar. This is the moſt powerful Me

dicine for long round Worms.

Bruiſing the green Leaves of Bear's-Foot, and ſmel

ling often at them, ſometimes expels Worms:

816. Or, mix and reduce to a fine Powder, equal

Parts of Rhubarb, Scammony, and Calomel, with

as much double-refined Sugar, as is equal to the

weight of all the other Ingredients. The Doſe

for a Child, is from ſix Grains to twelve, once

or twice a Week. An Adult may take from

twenty Grains to forty, for a Doſe.

817. Or, boil halfan Ounce of Aloes, powdered, with a

few Sprigs of Rue, Wormwood, and Chamomile, in
- half
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half a Pint of Gall, to the conſiſtency of a Plaiſter:

ſpread this on thin Leather, and apply it to

the Stomach, changing it every twelve Hours,

for three Days; then take fifteen Grains of Żalap,

and it will bring vaſt Quantities of Worms away,

ſome burſt, and ſome alive. This will cure, when

no internal Medicine avails. See Extraćt from

Dr. Tiſſot, page 145.

284. Flat Worms.

818. Take Filings of Tin and red Coral, of each

an equal Quantity: pound them together into a

very fine Powder: of which one Drachm, made

into a Bolus with Conſerve of the Tops of Sea

Wormwood, is to be taken twice a Day:

819. Or, mix a Table-ſpoonful of Norway-Tar, in

a Pint of Small-Beer. Take it, as ſoon as you

can, in the Morning, faſting. This brought away

a Tape-Worm thirty-fix Feet in length:

820. Or, take from two to five Grains of Gamboge,
made into a Pill or Bolus, in the Morning,

faſting ; drinking after it, a little weak Green

Tea, and likewiſe when it begins to opcrate, till

the Worm is evacuated. The Doſe muſt be re

gulated according to the Patient's Strength; for

neither this, nor any other Medicine, given as an

Alterative, is of the leaſt ſervice in this Diſorder.

If the head of the Worm be fixed in the upper

Orifice.of the Stomach, a ſmart ſhock from the

Ele&trifying-Machine will probably diſlodge it.

Then purge.

. To prevent. Avoid drinking ſtagnated Water.

285. Wounds.

If you have not an honeſt Surgeon at Hand,

821. Apply Juice or Powder of Yarrow : I.

822. Or, bind Leaves of Ground-Ivy upon it:

823, Or,
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823. Or, Wood-Betony bruiſed. This quickly heals

even cut Veins and Sinews, and draws out

Thorns or Splinters:

824. Or, keep the Part in cold Water for an Hour,

keeping, the Wounds cloſed with your Thumb.

Then bind on the thin Skin of an Egg-ſhell for

Days or Weeks, till it falls off of itſelf. Re

gard not, though it prick or ſhoot for a time.

286. Inward Wounds.

825. Infuſe Yarrow twelve Hours in warm Water.

Take a Cup of this four times a Day.

287. Putrid Wounds.

826. Waſh them Morning and Evening with warm

Decoction of Agrimony. If they heal too ſoon,

and a Matter gathers underneath, apply a Poul

tice of the Leaves pounded, changing them once

a Day till well:

827. Or, apply a Carrot Poultice; but if a Gan

grene comes on, apply a Wheat-Flour Poultice,

(after it has been º the Fire, till it begins to

ferment,) nearly cold. It will not fail.

288. Wounded Tendons.

828. Boil Comfrey-Roots to a thick Mucilage or Jelly

and apply this as a Poultice, changing it once a

Day.

289. To open a Wound that is cloſed too ſoon.

829. Apply bruiſed Centaury.

Daffy's
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Daffy's Elixir.

\ Take of the beſt Sena, Guaiacum, Liquorice ſliced

ſmall, Aniſeeds, Coriander-Seeds, and Elicam

pane-Root, of each half an Ounce; Raiſins of

the Sun, ſtoned, a quarter of a Pound: let them

all be bruiſed, and put into a Quart of the beſt

Brandy. Let it ſtand by the Fire a for few Days,

then ſtrain it.—See page 4o.

Turlington's Balſam.

Take of Balſam of Peru, Balſam of Tolu, Angelica

Root, and Calamus-Root, of each half an Ounce:

Gum Storax in Tears, and Dragon’s-Blood, of

each one Ounce; Gum Benjamin, an Ounce and

a half; Hepatic Aloes, and Frankincenſe,

of each two Drachms: let the Roots be ſliced

thin, and the Gums bruiſed; and put all the In

gredients into a Quart of Spirits of Wine ; ſet

the Bottle by the Fire in a moderate heat for

eight or ten Days, then ſtrain it for Uſe.

This is indeed a moſt excellent Medicine, for Man,

or Beaſt, and for any freſh Wound. I know of

none like it. w -

Stoughton's Drops.

Take Gentian-Root, one Ounce; Cochineal and

Saffron, one Drachm ; Rhubarb, two Drachms;

the leſſer Cardamom-Seeds, Grains of Paradiſe,

Zedoary, Snake-Root, of each half an Ounce;

Galengale one Ounce; ſlice the Roots, and bruiſe

the Seeds; then infuſe them in a Quart of the beſt

Brandy, andadd the Rindsoffour Seville Oranges.

When it has ſtood eight Days, clear it off; and

put a Pint and a half more of Brandy to the ſame

Ingredients till their Virtue is drawn out. This

is greatly helpful in Diſorders of the Stomach.

—See Stomachic Tinéture, page 1 oo.

Dr. James’s
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Dr. James's Powders.

Inſtead of giving half a Crown a Packet, for theſe

Powders, you may, at any Druggiſt's, get Dr.

Hardwick's Fever-Powder, for a Shilling an

Ounce, which, (if it be not the ſame,) will

anſwer juſt the ſame End.

C O L D
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C O L D-B A T H ING

Cures Young Children of

O N V U L S I O N S

Coughs -

Cutaneous Inflammations, Pimples, and Scabs

Gravel

Inflammations of the Ears, Navel, and Mouth

Rickets

Suppreſſion of Urine

. Vomiting

Want of Sleep.

It prevents the Growth of Hereditary

Apoplexies King's Evil

Aſthmas Melancholy

Blindneſs Palſies

Conſumptions Rheumatiſm

Deafneſs Stone.

Gout

It frequently cures every Nervous,f and every

Paralytic Diſorder: in particular,

The Aſthma,

Ague of every ſort

Atrophy

Blindneſs *

Cancer

Chin-Cough

+ And this, I, apprehend, accounts for its frequently curing

the Bite of a nad Dog, eſpecially if it be repeated for twenty

five or thirty Days ſucceſſively.

Coagulated
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Coagulated Blood aſter Bruiſes

Conſumptions

Convulſions

Coughs

Complication of Diſtempers

Convulſive Pains &

Deafneſs *

Dropſy

Epilepſy

Violent Fevers

Gout, (running)

Hećtic Fevers

Hyſteric Pains 4

Incubus

Inflammations *

Involuntary Stool or Urine *

Lameneſs

(Old) Leproſy

Lethargy

Loſs of Appetite, of *Smell, *Speech, *Taſle

Nephritic Pains

Palpitation of the Heart

Pain in the Back, Joints, * Stomach

Rheumatiſm

Rickets

Rupture

Suffocations

Sciatica &

Surfeits (at the Beginning)

Scorbutic Pains 4

Swelling on the Joints

Stone in the Kidneys

Torpor of the Limbs, even when the Uſe of

them is loſt

Tetanus

TympanV. y

St. Vitus’s Dance

Vigilia

Varicous Ulcers

The Whites -

- L Rut
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But in all Caſes where the Nerves are obſtrućted,

ſuch as are thoſe marked thus *) you ſhould go to

ed immediately after, and ſweat. -

'Tis often neceſſary to uſe the hot Bath a few

Days before you uſe the cold.

Wiſe Parents ſhould dip their Children in cold

Water every Morning, till they are three quarters

old ; and afterwards their Hands and Feet.

Waſhing the Head every Morning in cold

Water, prevents Rheums, and cures Coughs, old

Head-Achs, and fore Eyes.

WATER D R IN KING generally prevents

Apoplexies, Aſthmas, Convulſions, Gout, -

Hyſteric Fits, Madneſs, Palfies, Stone,Trembling.

To this Children ſhould be uſed from their

Cradles.

The beſt Water to drink, eſpecially for thoſe

who are much troubled with the Wind, is Rain

water. After it has ſettled, draw it off clear into

another Veſſel, and it will keep ſweet for a long
Time.

ELECTRIFYING, in a proper Manner, cures

St. Anthony’s Fire Feet violently diſordered

Blindneſs Felons

Blood Extravaſated Fiſtula Lachrymalis.

Bronchocele Fits

Burns or Scalds Flooding

Coldneſs in the Feet Ganglions

Contraćtion of the limbs | Gout

Convulſions * Head-ach.

Cramp Impoſthumes

Deafneſs Inflammations.

Falling Sickneſs

Inveluntary
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Involuntary Motion of the Eye-Lids

King's Evil

Knots in the Fleſh

Lameneſs

Waſting

Weakneſs of the Legs

Reſtores Bulk and Fulneſs to waſted Limbs.

Locked Jaws or Joints

Leproſy

Menſtrual Obſtrućtions

Ophthalmia

Pain in the Stomach

Palſy

Palpitation of the Heart
Rheumatiſm

Ring-worms

Sciatica

Shingles

Sinews ſhrunk

Spaſms

Stiff Joints

Sprain, however old.

Surfeit

Swellings of all ſorts

Sore Throat

Tooth-ach

Ulcers

Wens.

Drawing Sparks removes thoſe Tumors on the

Eye-Lids, called Barley-Corns, by exciting local

Inflammation, and promoting Suppuration.

Nor have I yet known one fingle Inſtance,

wherein it has done Harm : ſo that I cannot but

doubt the Veracity of thoſe who have affirmed the

contrary. Dr. De Haen poſitively affirms, “it can

do no Hurt in any Caſe:” that is, unleſs the Shock

be immoderately ſtrong.

Faſting
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Faſting-Spittle outwardly applied every Morning,

has ſometimes relieved, and ſometimes cured -

Blindneſs

Contracted Sinews, from a Cut -

Corns, (mixt with chew’d Bread and applied

every Morning)

Cuts (freſh)

Deafneſs

leye-Lids, red and inflamed

Scorbutic Tetters

Sore Legs

Warts.

Taken inwardly, it relieves or cures

Aſthmas Leproſy

Cancers Palſy

Falling Sickneſs Rheumatiſm

Gout Scurvy

Gravel Stone

King's Evil Swelled Liver.

The beſt way is, to eat about an Ounce of hard

Bread, or Sea-Biſcuit, every Morning, faſting two

or three Hours after. This ſhould be done, in

ſtubborn Caſes, for a Month or fix Weeks.

*...* I adviſe all in or near London, to buy

their Medicines at the Apothecaries' Hall.

There they are ſure to have them good.

F I N I S,
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